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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) has completed a preliminary assessment of stability along 

Anderson Creek in the Township of Langley. Anderson Creek flows from the Township of Langley 

into the Nicomekl River in the City of Surrey. The study was confined to the portions of Anderson 

Creek bounded by 196 Street to the west, 202A Street to the east, 44 Avenue to the north and 36 

Avenue to the south. The study was conducted along the Anderson Creek Main Branch and two 

tributaries: the West Branch and the North Branch. 

The purposes of our assessment were to review known stability hazards along Anderson Creek, 

identify any new stability hazards along the creek, provide recommendations with respect to 

remediation of stability hazards and establish priority ratings for these remedial works. The scope 

of work for our assessment consisted of the following: 

 Review of previous stability assessments carried out along the same portions of Anderson 

Creek: 

 Hay & Company Consultants Inc. (September 2006). Anderson Creek Terrain Stability and 

Channel Morphology Assessments. File No. 4810062. 

 EXP Services Inc. (February 24, 2012). Anderson Creek Geotechnical Review. File No. 

VAN-00203057-AO. 

 Completion of a site reconnaissance to evaluate the condition of known stability hazards 

along Anderson Creek and to identify any new stability hazards; 

 Evaluation of remediation measures for mitigation of slope instability along Anderson Creek 

and assignment of priority ratings for implementation of the remediation measures. 

This report presents the findings of our stability assessment and recommendations with respect to 

monitoring or remediation of stability hazards along Anderson Creek. Stantec has completed this 

preliminary assessment in general accordance with our proposal, dated June 23, 2015. 
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2.0 REVIEW OF EXISTING INFORMATION 

Stantec understands that numerous slope failures have been recorded on Township of Langley 

property along Anderson Creek. In 2006, Hay & Company Consultants Inc. (Hayco) prepared a 

report entitled “Anderson Creek Terrain Stability and Channel Morphology Assessments” to 

develop a comprehensive inventory of eroding and unstable sites, including sites where 

instability could potentially develop. In 2012, EXP Services Inc. (EXP) prepared a report entitled 

“Geotechnical Review of Anderson Creek” to update the Hayco (2006) study. Stantec has 

reviewed the Hayco (2006) and EXP (2012) reports as part of our current assessment. 

2.1 HAY & COMPANY CONSULTANTS INC. (2006)  

As previously noted, Hayco (2006) completed terrain stability and channel morphology 

assessments along Anderson Creek and its tributaries within the area bounded by 196 Street to 

the west, 202A Street to the east, 44 Avenue to the north and 36 Avenue to the south. The Hayco 

(2006) report concluded that Anderson Creek and its tributaries are relatively stable within the 

study area. However, ongoing erosion and slope instability problems were identified within the 

study area, including sloughing banks, slope failures and tree-falls. 

Hayco (2006) developed a comprehensive inventory of the identified eroding and unstable 

sites, including sites where instability could potentially develop. In total, 102 Points of Interest 

(POIs) were identified along Anderson Creek and its tributaries: 4 Creek Culverts, 6 Chainlink 

Fences, 4 Concrete Protections, 6 Cleared Sites, 6 Dumped Material Sites, 28 Eroding Banks, 5 

Gabion Baskets, 11 Log Jams, 14 Riprapped Banks, 2 Small Buildings, 9 Slope Failures, 4 Slope 

Seepages, 1 Timber Cribwall and 2 Wooden Bridges. Of the 102 POIs, 35 were situated on 

Township of Langley property, and the remaining 67 were situated on private and school district 

properties. 

Hayco (2006) utilized the results of their channel morphology and terrain assessments, including 

the POI inventory, to characterize high, moderate and low priority sites for remediation works. 

Potential loss of upslope property was considered as the defining criterion. Of the 102 POIs, 14 

sites were assigned a high priority rating, 17 sites were assigned a moderate priority rating, 10 

sites were assigned a low priority rating, and the remaining 61 sites were designated for 

monitoring-only. Of the 35 POIs on Township of Langley property, 3 sites were assigned a high 

priority rating, 7 sites were assigned a moderate priority rating, 4 sites were assigned a low priority 

rating, and the remaining 21 sites were designated for monitoring-only. 

For the identified POIs, Hayco (2006) provided recommendations for remediation measures, in 

addition to cost estimates for implementation of the remedial works and future monitoring. Some 

of the recommended remediation measures were subsequently implemented in 2009. Hayco 

(2006) also provided recommendations for safe setback zones from the crest of the ravine slope, 

in addition to Best Management Practices (BMPs) for existing developments situated within the 

safe setback zones. 
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2.2 EXP SERVICES INC. (2012) 

EXP (2012) completed a geotechnical review of Anderson Creek and its tributaries to update 

the previous study by Hayco (2006). The EXP (2012) assessment included review of the Hayco 

(2006) assessment and documentation from the subsequent remediation works. In addition, the 

EXP (2012) assessment included a field reconnaissance along Anderson Creek and its tributaries 

to visually assess the condition of previously identified POIs and to identify any new areas of 

potential instability.  

The EXP (2012) assessment identified 147 POIs (including the POIs previously identified by Hayco 

(2006)) along Anderson Creek and its tributaries: 4 Creek Culverts, 6 Chainlink Fences, 4 

Concrete Protections, 7 Cleared Sites, 8 Dumped Material Sites, 31 Eroding Banks, 5 Gabion 

Baskets, 40 Log Jams, 14 Riprapped Banks, 1 Small Building, 17 Slope Failures, 4 Slope Seepages, 

3 Timber Cribwalls, 1 Wooden Bridge, 1 Cable Crossing and 1 Drainage Outlet. Of the 147 POIs, 

52 were situated on Township of Langley property, and the remaining 95 were situated on 

private and school district properties. 

EXP (2012) characterized each of the POIs as high, medium and low priority sites for remediation 

works. Of the 147 POIs, 7 sites were assigned a high priority rating, 15 sites were assigned a 

medium priority rating, 25 sites were assigned a low priority rating, and the remaining 100 sites 

were designated for monitoring-only. Of the 52 POIs on Township of Langley property, 3 sites 

were assigned a high priority rating, 4 sites were assigned a medium priority rating, 4 sites were 

assigned a low priority rating, and the remaining 41 sites were designated for monitoring-only. 

For each of the high, medium and low priority sites, EXP (2012) provided recommendations for 

remediation measures that could be implemented for slope stabilization.  

Following completion of the EXP (2012) assessment, a slope stability failure occurred along the 

southwestern bank of Anderson Creek at 4088 198A Street in Langley, BC. EXP designed a 

remediation solution that included permanent shotcrete and anchor shoring, hand grading, 

erosion mitigation and slope vegetation. Construction for the remediation measures was 

subsequently carried out in late 2014. 
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3.0 FIELD RECONNAISSANCE 

Stantec carried out a field reconnaissance along Anderson Creek and its tributaries from 

September 9 to 11, 2015. The purpose of the field reconnaissance was to visually assess the 

condition of the POIs identified in previous studies by Hayco (2006) and EXP (2012) and to 

identify any new areas of potentially instability. During our field reconnaissance, Stantec 

personnel carried a copy of the EXP (2012) report to facilitate comparison of existing conditions 

at the previously identified POIs to those observed during the previous study.  

Stationing marked during the EXP (2012) assessment was generally not visible at the time of the 

Stantec field reconnaissance. Accordingly, new stationing was developed during our site 

reconnaissance using a hip chain. Based on the locations of significant POIs along Anderson 

Creek and its tributaries, our stationing was generally consistent with that developed in the EXP 

(2012) study. In this report, the stationing along the Anderson Main is referenced as AM followed 

by the chainage (e.g., AM 1+000), the stationing along the North Branch is referenced as NB 

followed by the chainage (e.g., NB 0+500), and the stationing along the West Branch is 

referenced as WB followed by the chainage (e.g., WB 0+250). 

POIs identified in the previous studies by Hayco (2006) and by EXP (2012) were identified, 

photographed and visually assessed for signs of deterioration. In addition, new POIs were 

identified, photographed and visually assessed to characterize the hazard to adjacent 

properties. Stantec also visually reviewed the remediation works carried in 2014 following the 

slope failure occurred along the southwestern bank of Anderson Creek at 4088 198A Street. 
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4.0 SITE CONDITIONS 

The study portions of Anderson Creek and its tributaries are situated in the Township of Langley, 

within the area bounded by 196 Street to the west, 202A Street to the east, 44 Avenue to the 

north and 36 Avenue to the south. The study area encompasses the Anderson Main, the North 

Branch and the West Branch, as illustrated on Drawings 1 to 5 in Appendix D. Anderson Creek 

generally flows to the northwest, and flows within the creek vary seasonally. The West Branch 

and North Branch join the Anderson Main at approximately Sta. 0+930 and Sta. 0+760, 

respectively.  

According to Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) Surficial Geology Map 1484A (Armstrong and 

Hicock, 1980), the surficial geology along the study portions of Anderson Creek and its tributaries 

consists of “raised proglacial deltaic gravel and sand up to 40 m thick”. Based on our field 

observations, soil conditions along exposures within Anderson Creek are consistent with the 

mapped surficial geology. 

4.1 ANDERSON MAIN 

The study portion of the Anderson Main extends from its upstream end at approximately 

202 Street and 36 Avenue to its downstream end at approximately 196 Street and 44 Avenue. 

The creek is generally inclined at a slope of approximately 1% to 2%. The ravine slopes along the 

Anderson Main range from approximately 6 m height at the upstream end of the channel to 

approximately 24 m height at the downstream end. The ravine slopes typically range from 20° 

and 35° and are relatively uniform in cross-section, with occasional benched and terraced 

areas. The ravine slopes are heavily treed with mature cedars, maples and alders. Ferns, willows, 

ivy and grasses blanket the slopes. Vegetation has been cleared from some areas along the 

ravine banks, likely by homeowners. 

At the slope crests, the valley along the Anderson Main ranges from approximately 35 m width 

near the upstream end of the channel to approximately 120 m width near the downstream end, 

locally widening in the areas where the North Branch and West Branch converge with the 

Anderson Main. The valley bottom ranges in width from approximately 10 m at the upstream 

end of the channel to approximately 35 m at the downstream end. At the time of our field 

reconnaissance, the Anderson Main was typically 2 to 4 m in width, widening towards the 

downstream end of the channel. The creek depth was typically in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 m, 

generally becoming deeper towards the downstream end.  

From approximately Sta. AM 0+000 to Sta. AM 1+500, the soil conditions exposed along the 

banks of the Anderson Main consist of brown, loose to compact, fine to medium grained sand 

with some gravel. The soil is generally well graded, with subrounded to rounded particles up to 

approximately 50 mm in diameter. Occasional seams of silty sand, gravel or cobbles are present 

in localized areas. Upstream of Sta. AM 1+500, soil conditions exposed along the ravine banks 

transition to dark brown to rusty, loose to compact sand and gravel with occasional cobbles. 
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The soil is generally well graded, with subrounded to rounded particles up to a maximum size of 

approximately 175 mm. Upstream of Sta. AM 2+350, a thin veneer of grey, dense to very dense 

glacial till is present at several locations along the top of the ravine, overlying the sand and 

gravel layer. 

Slope failures and bank erosion have occurred at numerous locations along the Anderson Main. 

Erosion protection measures such as riprap and gabion baskets are present at some of these 

locations; however, some of these measures are failing. Various blockages are present along the 

creek and could promote further instability, and dumped material is present on the slopes at 

various private properties.  

4.2 NORTH BRANCH 

The North Branch joins the Anderson Main at around Sta. AM 0+760 and is inclined at a slope of 

approximately 2%. The ravine slopes along the North Branch are in the order of approximately 

15 m height at the convergence with the Anderson Main, decreasing to approximately 7 m 

height at the upstream end of the channel. The ravine slope angle gradually decreases from 

approximately 35° near the convergence to approximately 20° at the upstream end of the 

channel. Similarly to the Anderson Main, the slopes along the North Branch are heavily treed 

with mature cedars, maples and alders. Ferns, willows, ivy and grasses blanket the slopes. 

At the slope crests, the valley along the North Branch ranges from approximately 35 to 60 m in 

width, widening towards the convergence with the Anderson Main. The valley bottom ranges 

from approximately 5 to 15 m in width, narrowing towards the convergence with the Anderson 

Main. At the time of our field reconnaissance, the creek was typically 1.5 to 2.5 m in width, 

widening towards the Anderson Main. The creek depth was typically in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 m, 

with the deeper areas generally being situated closer to the Anderson Main. At the time of our 

field reconnaissance, flows along the North Branch were low. 

Soil conditions exposed along the banks of the North Branch consist of brown, loose to compact, 

fine to medium grained sand with some gravel. The soil is generally well graded, with rounded to 

subrounded particles up to approximately 50 mm in diameter. Occasional seams of silty sand, 

gravel or cobbles are present in localized areas. 

Bank erosion has occurred in a few locations near the downstream end of the North Branch, 

and localized sloughing has occurred along the ravine slopes. Various blockages are present 

along the creek and could promote future instability.  

4.3 WEST BRANCH 

The West Branch joins the Anderson Main at around Sta. AM 0+930 and is inclined at a slope of 

approximately 1% to 2%. The ravine slopes along the West Branch are in the order of 

approximately 15 m height at the convergence with the Anderson Main, decreasing to 

approximately 6 m height at the upstream end of the channel. The slope angle gradually 
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decreases from approximately 30° near the convergence to approximately 20° at the upstream 

end of the channel. Similarly to the Anderson Main and North Branch, the ravine slopes along 

the West Branch are heavily treed with mature cedars, maples and alders. Ferns, willows, ivy and 

grasses blanket the slopes. The channel and ravine slopes are largely overgrown by willows, 

devil’s club, moss, rotting logs, leaves and other organic debris. 

At the slope crests, the valley along the West Branch ranges from approximately 40 to 70 m in 

width, widening towards the convergence with the Anderson Main. The valley bottom ranges 

from approximately 5 to 20 m in width, widening towards the convergence with the Anderson 

Main. At the time of our field reconnaissance, flows along the North Branch were low. 

Soil conditions exposed along the banks of the West Branch consist of brown, loose to compact, 

fine to medium grained sand with some gravel. The soil is generally well graded, with rounded to 

subrounded particles up to approximately 50 mm in diameter. Occasional seams of silty sand, 

gravel or cobbles are present in localized areas. 

No slope failures were observed along the West Branch; however, seepage zones and minor 

erosion were noted in some areas of the creek; however, significant amounts of wood debris are 

present in the channel.  
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5.0 HAZARD SUMMARY 

Based on the results of our field reconnaissance, Stantec has updated the POI inventory 

originally developed by Hayco (2006) and updated by EXP (2012). Our update to the POI 

inventory included assessment of changes to the condition of existing POIs and identification of 

new POIs where actual or potential instability exists along Anderson Creek and its tributaries. The 

most frequent and significant POIs are typically located along the Anderson Main, while fewer 

and less significant POIs are typically located along the North Branch and West Branch. 

Stantec identified a total of 178 POIs along Anderson Creek and its tributaries within the 

Township of Langley, of which 58 are situated on Township of Langley property. The POIs are 

identified as Creek Culverts (CC), Chainlink Fences (CF), Concrete Protections (CP), Cleared 

Sites (CS), Dumped Material (DM) sites, Eroding Banks (EB), Gabion Baskets (GB), Log Jams (LJ), 

Riprapped Banks (RR), Small Building (SB), Slope Failures (SF), Slope Seepages (SS), Timber 

Cribwalls (TC), Wooden Bridges (WB), Cable Crossings (C) and Drainage Outlets (D). A 

breakdown of the POIs identified along the Anderson Main, North Branch and West Branch by 

type and property ownership is presented in Table 1.  

Table 1.  Summary of POIs by Type and Property Ownership 

POI Type 
Anderson Main North Branch West Branch 

TP PP/SD TP PP TP PP 

Creek Culvert 2  1   1 

Chainlink Fence 1 2 1 2   

Concrete Protection 3 1     

Cleared Site  5  1  1 

Dumped Material  6  1  1 

Eroding Bank 8 24 3 2  3 

Gabion Basket 1 1 1    

Log Jam 11 26 7 4 3 10 

Riprap 2 12     

Small Building   1    

Slope Failure 7 9 3 1   

Slope Seepage   2   2 

Timber Cribwall  3     

Wooden Bridge  1     

Cable 1      

Drainage Outlet  1     

Note: TP = Township Property, PP = Private Property, SD = School District Property 
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Our observations regarding the conditions of the POIs along Anderson Creek and its tributaries 

are recorded in Table B-1 in Appendix B, along with previous comments by Hayco (2006) and by 

EXP (2012) for the corresponding POIs. Photographs showing the conditions of the POIs at the 

time of our field reconnaissance are presented in Appendix C. Drawings 1 to 5 in Appendix D 

show the locations of the POIs. 

Based on our review, many of the previously identified slope failures and eroding banks have 

continued to deteriorate since the EXP (2012) assessment. Deterioration was typically minor for 

slope failures and eroding banks previously designated as low priority or monitoring-only sites, 

and in some cases, vegetation growth has improved the previously noted conditions. More 

significant deterioration and retrogressive failures have occurred at many slope failures and 

eroding banks previously designated as medium to high priority sites. Erosion was also noted at 

some cleared sites and in areas of seepage along the creek slopes. 

In general, concrete protection systems and gabion basket walls do not appear to have 

deteriorated significantly since the assessment by EXP (2012), although wire mesh along the 

bottom row of gabion baskets at GB3 has resulted in some loss of stone material. Riprap 

protection has been effective in some areas, while failing riprap in other areas has exacerbated 

bank erosion problems. Where noted, drainage pipes discharging along the creek banks do not 

appear to have caused significant erosion. 

Anthropogenic features such as small buildings, wooden bridges and timber cribwalls along the 

banks of the creek do not appear to have deteriorated significantly from the conditions 

reported in the EXP (2012) assessment. Dumped material sites also do not appear to have 

deteriorated significantly from the previously reported conditions, with the exception of DM-11-2, 

where there is evidence of recent slope movement.  

Many more log jams were identified in our assessment than in the previous studies by Hayco 

(2006) and by EXP (2012), likely because our field reconnaissance was carried out shortly after a 

windstorm on August 29, 2015 that toppled various trees. Anthropogenic blockages, including 

chain link fences and cables across the creek, have continued to accumulate debris. In most 

cases, log jams or anthropogenic blockages have not incited bank erosion. However, these 

features could channelize flow and lead to future erosion. Concrete culverts along the North 

Branch and West Branch have continued to accumulate debris. 

Since the EXP (2012) report, remediation and upgrade works have been completed at high 

priority sites on Township of Langley property, and at the location of a significant slope failure. 

Specifically, remediation and upgrade works have significantly altered the conditions previously 

documented by EXP (2012) at the following locations: 

 Sta. AM 1+010 to Sta. AM 1+040 (POI Identifier: EB7): 

A significant slope failure occurred at this location following the EXP (2012) stability 

assessment. Remedial work was carried out in 2014 and included permanent shotcrete and 

anchor shoring, hand grading, erosion mitigation (logs, hay bales) and slope vegetation. 
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Some minor bank erosion is still evident at the upstream and downstream ends of this 

remediated slope. 

 Sta. AM 2+480 to Sta. AM 2+527 (POI Identifiers: GB4, GB5, CP4 and CC4): 

Upgrade works have been carried out in this location since the EXP (2012) study was 

completed. The upgrade works included removal of the former gabion basket walls (GB4 

and GB5) and extension of the concrete lock block walls (CP4) further downstream. Riprap 

has been placed along the toe of the new lock block walls, large boulders have been 

placed within the stream channel, and wooden posts have been installed in several 

locations along the toe of the lock block walls. The ground surface upslope from the new 

lock block walls has been revegetated with grass and small shrubs. The former corrugated 

steel culvert beneath 36 Avenue has been replaced with twin concrete box culverts. 
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6.0 HAZARD EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Stantec has characterized each of the identified POIs as High, Medium or Low priority for 

remediation, and has developed recommendations for appropriate remediation measures to 

be undertaken. The priority ratings were developed with consideration for the likelihood of slope 

stability failure and the potential impacts to property or structures at the crests of the slopes. 

Where remediation is not presently deemed to be necessary, Stantec has assigned a priority 

rating of Monitoring-only. 

Of the 178 POIs identified in our assessment, 7 sites have been assigned High priority ratings, 

18 sites have been assigned Medium priority ratings, 19 sites have been assigned Low priority 

ratings, and 134 sites have been assigned Monitoring-only priority ratings. A breakdown of the 

priority ratings by property ownership is provided in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Breakdown of POI Priority Ratings by Property Ownership 

Property Ownership 
Priority Rating 

High Medium  Low Monitoring-Only 

Township Property 1 7 2 48 

Private/School District Property 6 11 17 86 

 

High priority ratings were generally given to existing slope failures where raveling is ongoing and 

could adversely affect properties or structures at the crest of the slope. A High priority rating was 

also given for the creek culvert (CC1) along the North Branch, which could potentially back up 

and cause flood or erosion related issues. 

Medium priority ratings were generally given to significant slope failures where deterioration is 

likely to continue, but where structures are not situated in close proximity to the crest of the 

slope. Medium priority ratings were also given to significant eroding banks that could result in 

future slope failures, and to log jams adjacent to significant slope failures or eroding banks which 

could channelize flow and incite further instability. In addition, Medium priority ratings were given 

to a creek culvert (CC2) along the West Branch that could potentially back up, to a dumped 

material site (DM-11-2) where recent slope movement was noted, and to anthropogenic 

features along the Anderson Main (i.e., chainlink fences, cables) which could be easily 

removed. 

Low priority ratings were generally given to minor slope failures or eroding banks that could 

deteriorate and become more critical over time, and to gabion baskets that are showing signs 

of deterioration.  Low priority ratings were also given to dumped material sites or cleared sites 

that could pose a risk to properties at the crest of the ravine slopes, but that have not exhibited 

signs of significant deterioration. Drainage pipes daylighting along the banks of the creek, and 
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chainlink fences across the North Branch and West Branch that could be easily removed, have 

also been assigned Low priority ratings. 

Table B-1 in Appendix B summarizes our recommendations for remediation where deemed 

necessary, and provides priority ratings for each of the POIs identified in our assessment. For sites 

where remediation is deemed to be necessary, the following sections of our report outline our 

recommendations for remediation works and indicate the corresponding priority ratings. 

6.1 ANDERSON MAIN 

Flows along the Anderson Main are generally high, and the most significant stability issues were 

observed along this channel. Of the 127 POIs along the Anderson Main, 6 sites have been 

assigned High priority ratings, 15 sites have been assigned Medium priority ratings, 13 sites have 

been assigned Low priority ratings, and the remaining 93 sites have been assigned Monitoring-

only priority ratings. The conditions observed at sites where Stantec considers that remediation is 

warranted are described below, and preliminary recommendations are provided for 

appropriate remediation works. It should be noted that “left” and “right” banks denote the 

positions observed facing downstream. 

CF2 (Sta. AM 0+335) – Private Property – Medium Priority  

A barbed wire fence crosses the creek at this location, and debris has accumulated on the 

upstream side of the fence. Stantec recommends that this barbed wire fence be removed to 

reduce the potential for future debris accumulation. A Medium priority rating has been assigned 

for remediation of this site because debris accumulation could channelize flow and cause future 

erosion, and because implementation of the solution would be simple and inexpensive. This site 

is located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 

CF3 (Sta. AM 0+480) – Township Property – Medium Priority  

A chainlink fence crosses the creek at this location, and minor debris has accumulated on the 

upstream side of the fence. Stantec recommends that this chainlink fence be removed to 

reduce the potential for future debris accumulation. A Medium priority rating has been assigned 

for remediation of this site because debris accumulation could channelize flow and cause future 

erosion, and because implementation of the solution would be simple and inexpensive.  

C-11-1 (Sta. AM 0+500) – Township Property – Medium Priority 

A cable crosses the creek at this location, and debris has accumulated along the left bank on 

the upstream side of the cable. Stantec recommends that this cable be removed to reduce the 

potential for future debris accumulation. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site because debris accumulation could channelize flow and cause future 

erosion, and because implementation of the solution would be simple and inexpensive.  

LJ4 (Sta. AM 0+830) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

A large log jam across the creek is present at this location and debris has accumulated on its 
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upstream side. The log jam appears to channelize flow, likely contributing to erosion on the right 

bank immediately downstream (i.e., at EB6). Stantec recommends that this log jam be removed 

and that erosion protection measures be implemented for the eroding bank immediately 

downstream. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since it is 

contributing to bank erosion issues downstream. This site is located on private property, so 

consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the recommended 

remediation. 

SF1 (Sta. AM 0+850) – Private Property – High Priority 

A large slope failure has occurred along the left bank at this location, and extends to 

approximately 7 m above the creek bed. Continued raveling of soil near the crest of the scarp 

was noted during our field reconnaissance, and a residential building is situated near the crest of 

the slope. Stantec recommends that flattening or reinforcement of the slope be conducted to 

reduce the potential for further deterioration, and that the slope be revegetated with native 

plant species. A High priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since further 

deterioration could impact the property or structure at the crest of the slope. This site is located 

on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation.  

LJ5 (Sta. AM 0+860) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

A large log jam with approximately 0.5 m of clearance above the creek is present at this 

location. The log jam could potentially channelize the creek at high flows and exacerbate 

stability issues at SF1 (Sta. AM 0+850). Stantec recommends that this log jam be removed. A 

Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site due to its potential impact 

on SF1. This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would 

be required to implement the recommended remediation. 

EB15-AM2 (Sta. AM 0+875) – Private Property – Low Priority 

Erosion to a height of approximately 2 m above the creek bed has occurred along an 

approximately 6 m long section of the left bank at this location. Stantec recommends that 

erosion protection measures be implemented to reduce the potential for future deterioration of 

this bank. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since the erosion 

does not appear to be an imminent threat to the stability of the slope. This site is located on 

private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement 

the recommended remediation. 

LJ6 (Sta. 1+005) – Township Property – Medium Priority 

A large log jam across the creek is present immediately downstream from where remediation 

was carried out for a slope failure in 2014, and debris has accumulated on the upstream side of 

the log jam. The log jam could potentially channelize flow and cause erosion adjacent to the 

recorded slope failure. Stantec recommends that this log jam be removed. A Medium priority 

rating has been assigned for remediation of this site due to its potential to impact the area 

immediately downstream from the recorded slope failure.  
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SF2 (Sta. AM 1+010) – Township Property – Medium Priority 

Immediately downstream from where remediation was carried out for a slope failure in 2014, the 

left bank remains over-steepened to a height of approximately 3 m above the creek bed due to 

ongoing erosion. Stantec recommends that erosion protection measures be implemented to 

reduce the potential for further deterioration of this bank. A Medium priority rating has been 

assigned for remediation of this site, since it is situated immediately adjacent to a past slope 

failure, and a structure is located near the crest of the slope. 

LJ7 (Sta. AM 1+045) – Township Property – Medium Priority 

The log jam at this location has been removed, but some erosion and undermining of trees 

along the left bank has continued upstream from where remediation was carried out for a slope 

failure that occurred in 2014. Stantec recommends that the erosion protection measures 

implemented in 2014 be extended further upstream to reduce the potential for further erosion 

and undermining of these trees. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of 

this site, since it is situated immediately adjacent to a past slope failure, and a structure is 

located near the crest of the slope. 

SF15-AM1 (Sta. AM 1+130) – Township Property – Medium Priority 

A slope failure has occurred along the right bank at this location, consisting of an approximately 

3 m high failure scarp covered by rootmat. In addition, a log jam is present within the creek at 

the bottom of the slope. Stantec recommends that the slope be reinstated to its original 

configuration, and that erosion protection measures be implemented to reduce the potential 

for future deterioration. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site 

because significant deterioration has occurred at this location since the previous stability 

assessment by EXP (2012).  

EB10 (Sta. AM 1+325) – Township Property – Medium Priority 

Erosion to a height of up to 4 m above the creek bed has occurred along an approximately 

35 m long section of the right bank at this location. The erosion is undermining trees on the slope 

above, and the subject trees are leaning towards the creek. Stantec recommends that erosion 

protection measures be implemented to reduce the potential for future deterioration of this 

bank. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since the significant 

erosion could result in future slope failures along this bank. 

SF5 (Sta. AM 1+428) – School District Property – High Priority 

A large slope failure has occurred along the left bank at this location, and extends to 

approximately 9 m above the creek bed. Raveling of soils from the failure scarp has continued, 

and no vegetation has established on the scarp. Stantec recommends that flattening or 

reinforcement of the slope be conducted to reduce the potential for further deterioration, and 

that the slope be revegetated with native plant species. A High priority rating has been assigned 

for remediation of this site, since further deterioration is likely to impact the School District 

property above.  
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SF6 (Sta. AM 1+520) – School District Property – Medium Priority 

A large slope failure extending to a height of approximately 5 m above the creek bed has 

occurred along an approximately 12 m long section of the left bank at this location. Significant 

sloughing has occurred since the EXP (2012) assessment, and trees have been undermined and 

fallen across the creek. Stantec recommends that flattening or reinforcement of the slope be 

conducted to reduce the potential for further deterioration, and that the slope be revegetated 

with native plant species. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, 

since further deterioration could impact the School District property above. 

EB-11-1 (Sta. AM 1+525) – School District Property – Low Priority 

Erosion to a height of approximately 1 m has continued to occur along an approximately 10 m 

long section of the right bank at this location. Stantec recommends that erosion control 

measures be implemented to reduce the potential for further deterioration of the site. A Low 

priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since this eroding bank does not 

appear to pose an imminent threat to property or structures at the crest of the slope. 

LJ-11-8 (Sta. AM 1+535) – School District Property – Medium Priority 

A fallen tree associated with SF6 (Sta. AM 1+520) has created a log jam immediately upstream 

from the slope failure. The log jam could potentially channelize flow and cause erosion that 

could exacerbate the slope stability issue. Stantec recommends that this log jam be removed, 

and that erosion protection measures be installed to reduce the potential for further 

deterioration of the exposed bank at this location. A Medium priority rating has been assigned 

for remediation of this site, since it could exacerbate the adjacent slope stability issue. 

SF-11-4 (Sta. AM 1+675) – School District Property – High Priority 

A large slope failure has occurred along the left bank at this location, and extends to 

approximately 8 m above the creek bed. Raveling of soils from the failure scarp has continued, 

and no vegetation has established on the scarp. Stantec recommends that reinforcement and 

revegetation of the slope be implemented to reduce the potential for further deterioration. A 

High priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since further deterioration 

could impact property and structures near the crest of the slope. 

SF7 (Sta. AM 1+700) – Private Property – High Priority 

Adjacent to SF-11-4, another large slope failure has occurred along the left bank, and extends to 

approximately 8 m above the creek bed. Raveling of soils from the failure scarp has continued, 

and no vegetation has established on the scarp. Stantec recommends that reinforcement and 

revegetation of the slope be implemented to reduce the potential for further deterioration. A 

High priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since further deterioration 

could impact property and structures near the crest of the slope. This site is located on private 

property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the 

recommended remediation. 

D-11-1 (Sta. AM 1+735) – Private Property – Low Priority 

An existing drainage pipe daylights along the right bank at this location, but no significant 
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erosion has been noted. Stantec recommends that this drainage pipe be extended to the creek 

to reduce the potential for future erosion. A Low priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since no significant deterioration has been noted from the previously 

reported condition. 

CS2 (Sta. AM 1+840) – Private Property – Low Priority 

Most mature vegetation has been removed from the ravine slope along the left bank at this 

location, but minor vegetation growth including ferns and shrubs has developed on the slope. 

Stantec recommends that vegetation on the slope be maintained to reduce the potential for 

future sloughing or erosion. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, 

since no significant deterioration has been noted from the previously reported condition. This site 

is located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 

DM2 (Sta. AM 1+840) – Private Property – Low Priority  

Dumped waste material is present near the crest of the left bank at this location, and is covered 

by ivy. Stantec recommends that this dumped material be removed from the crest of the slope. 

A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since no significant 

deterioration has been noted from the previously reported condition. This site is located on 

private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement 

the recommended remediation. 

DM3 (Sta. AM 1+860) – Private Property – Medium Priority  

A significant amount of dumped waste material is present near the crest of the left bank at this 

location. Stantec recommends that this dumped material be removed from the crest of the 

slope. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site due to the volume 

of waste material that could be mobilized on the slope. This site is located on private property, so 

consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the recommended 

remediation. 

CS3 (Sta. AM 1+900) – Private Property – Low Priority 

A gradually sloping area along the right bank has been cleared of mature vegetation, and is 

covered by grass and ivy. Stantec recommends that this cleared site be revegetated to reduce 

the potential for future erosion of the bank. A Low priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since no significant deterioration has been noted from the previously 

reported condition. This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property 

owner would be required to implement the recommended remediation. 

DM4 (Sta. AM 1+900) – Private Property – Low Priority  

Dumped waste material is present along the left bank at this location, and protrudes into the 

creek. Pistol-butting trees along the slope indicate past movement. Stantec recommends that 

this dumped material be removed from the slope. A Low priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since no significant deterioration has been noted from the previously 
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reported condition. This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property 

owner would be required to implement the recommended remediation. 

CS4 (Sta. AM 1+900) – Private Property – Low Priority 

Mature vegetation has been removed from the ravine slope at the same location as DM4, and 

the slope is currently vegetated by grass and several young trees. Following removal of dumped 

material from this slope, Stantec recommends that the slope be revegetated with native plant 

species to reduce the potential for future erosion. A Low priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since no significant deterioration has been noted from the previously 

reported condition. This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property 

owner would be required to implement the recommended remediation. 

EB17 (Sta. AM 1+955) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

An approximately 1 m high eroding bank is present along an approximately 5 m long section of 

the left bank at this location, and is partly vegetated by grass and ivy. The eroding bank is 

situated immediately adjacent to an approximately 3 m high slope failure scarp, and structures 

are positioned close to the crest of the slope. Stantec recommends that erosion protection 

measures be implemented to reduce the potential for further deterioration of this bank. A 

Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since it is situated 

immediately adjacent to a significant slope failure, and structures are situated close to the crest 

of the slope. This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner 

would be required to implement the recommended remediation.  

EB18 (Sta. AM 1+955) – Private Property – Low Priority 

Erosion to a height of approximately 1 m above the creek bed has occurred along an 

approximately 8 m long section of the terrace on the right bank. Stantec recommends that 

erosion protection measures be installed to prevent further erosion and loss of property. A Low 

priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since there is a low likelihood of 

impacts on the property or structures further upslope. This site is located on private property, so 

consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the recommended 

remediation. 

SF-11-5 (Sta. AM 1+965) – Private Property – High Priority  

An approximately 3 m high slope failure scarp is present along an approximately 7 m long 

section of the left bank at this location. Minor deterioration has occurred since the previous 

assessment by EXP (2012), although some vegetation has established on parts of the failure 

scarp. Existing structures are situated close to the crest of the slope. Stantec recommends that 

slope stabilization and erosion protection measures be implemented at the toe of the slope to 

reduce the potential for further deterioration. A High priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since existing structures are situated near the crest of the slope. This site is 

located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 
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EB19 (Sta. AM 1+975) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

Erosion has occurred along the right bank, and is contributing to significant slope failures along a 

bend in the creek. Stantec recommends that erosion protection measures be implemented to 

reduce the potential for further deterioration of this eroding bank. A Medium priority rating has 

been assigned for remediation of this site, since the erosion is contributing to significant slope 

failures and structures are situated near the crest of the slope. This site is located on private 

property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the 

recommended remediation.  

SF8 (Sta. AM 1+975) – Private Property – High Priority  

Retrogressive failures have continued to occur along the right bank at a bend in the creek, and 

raveling has undermined and toppled trees from higher on the slope. Existing structures are 

present near the crest of the slope. Stantec recommends that flattening or reinforcement of the 

slope be conducted to stabilize the slope. In addition, erosion protection measures should be 

implemented to reduce the potential for further deterioration. A High priority rating has been 

assigned for remediation of this site, since retrogressive failures continue to occur and structures 

are situated near the crest of the slope. This site is located on private property, so consent or 

action by the property owner would be required to implement the recommended remediation.  

GB3 (Sta. AM 2+100) – Private Property – Low Priority  

Wire mesh is deteriorating along the bottom row of gabion baskets at this location, resulting in 

release of the stone material contained therein. Stantec recommends that either the gabion 

basket wall be replaced or the toe be armoured with riprap to reduce the potential for further 

deterioration. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since there 

does not appear to be an imminent threat to property or structures at the crest of the slope. This 

site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be 

required to implement the recommended remediation. 

DM6 (Sta. AM 2+195) – Private Property – Low Priority  

Dumped waste material is present along the crest of the right bank at this location, and ivy is 

growing over the waste material. Stantec recommends that the dumped material be removed 

from the slope. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since no 

significant deterioration has been noted from the previously reported condition. This site is 

located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 

EB24 (Sta. AM 2+210) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

A near-vertical eroding bank up to approximately 5 m height is present along an approximately 

22 m long section of the left bank at this location. Raveling of soil from the upper portions of the 

slope is ongoing, and has undermined the vegetation above. Stantec recommends that erosion 

protection measures be implemented to reduce the potential for ongoing deterioration of this 

eroding bank. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since the 

eroding bank will likely result in future slope failures that could progress to the properties upslope. 
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This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be 

required to implement the recommended remediation.  

DM-11-1 (Sta. AM 2+255) – Private Property – Low Priority  

Dumped yard waste is present along the crest of the right bank at this location and could 

potentially destabilize the slope. Stantec recommends that this dumped material be removed 

from the slope. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since no 

significant deterioration has been noted from the previously reported condition. This site is 

located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 

CS6 (Sta. AM 2+360) – Private Property – Low Priority 

A grassy terrace is present along the right bank of the creek at this location. Erosion along the 

edge of the terrace is undermining a tree and resulting in some loss of property. A makeshift 

erosion protection system consisting of small logs and stones has been installed along the 

eroding bank. Stantec recommends that an engineered erosion protection system be installed 

to prevent further erosion and loss of property. A Low priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since there is a low likelihood of impacts on the property or structures 

further upslope. This site is located on private property, so consent or action by the property 

owner would be required to implement the recommended remediation. 

6.2 NORTH BRANCH 

Flows along the North Branch are relatively low, and the observed stability issues are generally 

minor. Of the 30 POIs along the North Branch, 1 site has been assigned a High priority rating, 0 

sites have been assigned Medium priority ratings, 6 sites have been assigned Low priority ratings, 

and the remaining 23 sites have been assigned Monitoring-only priority ratings. The conditions 

observed at sites where remediation is warranted are described below, and preliminary 

recommendations are provided for appropriate remediation works. It should be noted that “left” 

and “right” banks denote the positions observed facing downstream. 

EB-11-3 (Sta. NB 0+165) – Township Property – Low Priority 

Erosion to a height of approximately 2 m above the creek bed is undermining trees along the 

left bank at this location. In addition, pistol-butting trees indicate some past movement along 

the slope. Stantec recommends that erosion protection measures be implemented to reduce 

the potential for further deterioration of this bank. A Low priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site, since continued deterioration is likely to occur, but impacts on property 

or structures near the crest of the slope would likely be minor. 

CF4 (Sta. NB 0+425) – Township Property – Low Priority 

A chainlink fence crosses the creek at this location, and could potentially accumulate debris 

upstream. Stantec recommends that this chainlink fence be removed to reduce the potential 

for future debris accumulation. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site 
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because adverse impacts on adjacent properties or structures are generally not expected, but 

implementation of the solution would be simple and inexpensive.  

CC1 (Sta. NB 0+480) – Township Property – High Priority 

The creek flows through a 1,500 mm diameter culvert along an approximately 40 m long section 

of the creek at this location. Sediment continues to accumulate within the culvert, and 

blockage could cause flooding or erosion issues. Stantec recommends that sediment be 

cleared out of the culvert, and that a debris catcher be installed to reduce the potential for 

debris accumulation at the upstream end. A High priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site due to its potential to cause flooding or erosion issues.  

CF6 (Sta. NB 0+550) – Private Property – Low Priority 

A chainlink fence crosses the creek at this location, and could potentially accumulate debris 

upstream. Stantec recommends that this chainlink fence be removed to reduce the potential 

for future debris accumulation. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site 

because adverse impacts on adjacent properties or structures are generally not expected, but 

implementation of the solution would be simple and inexpensive. This site is located on private 

property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the 

recommended remediation. 

CF-11-1 (Sta. NB 0+620) – Private Property – Low Priority 

A chainlink fence crosses the creek at this location, and could potentially accumulate debris 

upstream. Stantec recommends that this chainlink fence be removed to reduce the potential 

for future debris accumulation. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site 

because potential impacts on adjacent properties or structures are generally not expected, but 

implementation of the solution would be simple and inexpensive. This site is located on private 

property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement the 

recommended remediation. 

CS1 (Sta. NB 0+675) – Private Property – Low Priority 

Most mature vegetation has been removed from the ravine slope along the right bank at this 

location, but minor vegetation growth including ferns and shrubs has developed on the slope. 

Geotextile was noted near the crest of the slope, possibly for erosion protection. Stantec 

recommends that vegetation on the slope be maintained to reduce the potential for future 

sloughing or erosion. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since no 

significant deterioration has been noted from the previously reported condition. This site is 

located on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 

DM1 (Sta. NB 0+675) – Private Property – Low Priority 

Dumped waste material is present near the crest of the right bank at this location, and is 

covered by ivy. Stantec recommends that this dumped material be removed from the crest of 

the slope. A Low priority rating has been assigned for remediation of this site, since no significant 

deterioration has been noted from the previously reported condition. This site is located on 
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private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement 

the recommended remediation. 

6.3 WEST BRANCH 

Flows along the West Branch are relatively low, and the observed stability issues are generally 

minor. Of the 21 POIs along the West Branch, 0 sites have been assigned High priority ratings, 2 

sites have been assigned Medium priority ratings, 0 sites have been assigned Low priority ratings, 

and the remaining 19 sites have been assigned Monitoring-only priority ratings. The conditions 

observed at sites where remediation is warranted are described below, and preliminary 

recommendations are provided for appropriate remediation works. It should be noted that “left” 

and “right” banks denote the positions observed facing downstream. 

CC2 (Sta. WB 0+322) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

The creek flows through a 700 mm diameter culvert along an approximately 5 m long section of 

the creek at this location. Sediment continues to accumulate within the culvert, and blockage 

could cause flooding or erosion issues. Stantec recommends that this culvert be removed, since 

it appears to serve no current purpose. A Medium priority rating has been assigned for 

remediation of this site due to its potential to cause flooding or erosion issues. This site is located 

on private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to 

implement the recommended remediation. 

DM-11-2 (Sta. WB 0+700) – Private Property – Medium Priority 

A significant amount of dumped yard waste is present near the crest of the right bank at this 

location. The dumped material appears to have exhibited recent movement, based on the 

presence of leaning trees and uneven ground near the crest of the slope. Stantec recommends 

that this dumped material be removed from the crest of the slope. A Medium priority rating has 

been assigned for remediation of this site, since failure of the dumped waste material is likely to 

occur, but is not likely to impact structures near the crest of the slope. This site is located on 

private property, so consent or action by the property owner would be required to implement 

the recommended remediation.  
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7.0 CLOSURE 

This report was prepared for the exclusive use of the Township of Langley and its agents for 

specific application to slope stability along Anderson Creek in Langley, BC. Any use of this report 

or the material contained herein by third parties, or for other than the intended purpose, should 

first be approved in writing by Stantec. 

Use of this report is subject to the Statement of General Conditions included in Appendix A. It is 

the responsibility of the Township of Langley, who is identified as “the Client” within the 

Statement of General Conditions, and their agents to review the conditions and notify Stantec 

should any of them not be satisfied. 

We trust that this report meets your present requirements. If you have any questions or require 

additional information, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Regards, 

STANTEC CONSULTING LTD. 

  Reviewed by:  

 

          

Chris Longley, M.Eng., P.Eng.  Wayne Quong, M.A.Sc., P.Eng. 

Geotechnical Engineer  Senior Associate, Geotechnical 
Phone: (604) 235-1897   Phone: (604) 412-2990 

Fax: (604) 436-3752   Fax: (604) 436-3752 

chris.longley@stantec.com  wayne.quong@stantec.com 
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PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT 

Appendix A  Statement of General Conditions  

October 8, 2015 

  A.2 
 

USE OF THIS REPORT: This report has been prepared for the sole benefit of the Client or its agent 

and may not be used by any third party without the express written consent of Stantec 

Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) and the Client. Any use which a third party makes of this report is the 

responsibility of such third party.  

BASIS OF THE REPORT: The information, opinions, and/or recommendations made in this report 

are in accordance with Stantec’s present understanding of the site specific project as described 

by the Client. The applicability of these is restricted to the site conditions encountered at the 

time of the investigation or study. If the proposed site specific project differs or is modified from 

what is described in this report or if the site conditions are altered, this report is no longer valid 

unless Stantec is requested by the Client to review and revise the report to reflect the differing or 

modified project specifics and/or the altered site conditions.  

STANDARD OF CARE: Preparation of this report, and all associated work, was carried out in 

accordance with the normally accepted standard of care in the state or province of execution 

for the specific professional service provided to the Client. No other warranty is made.  

INTERPRETATION OF SITE CONDITIONS: Soil, rock, or other material descriptions, and statements 

regarding their condition, made in this report are based on site conditions encountered by 

Stantec at the time of the work and at the specific testing and/or sampling locations. 

Classifications and statements of condition have been made in accordance with normally 

accepted practices which are judgmental in nature; no specific description should be 

considered exact, but rather reflective of the anticipated material behavior. Extrapolation of in 

situ conditions can only be made to some limited extent beyond the sampling or test points. The 

extent depends on variability of the soil, rock and groundwater conditions as influenced by 

geological processes, construction activity, and site use.  

VARYING OR UNEXPECTED CONDITIONS: Should any site or subsurface conditions be 

encountered that are different from those described in this report or encountered at the test 

locations, Stantec must be notified immediately to assess if the varying or unexpected conditions 

are substantial and if reassessments of the report conclusions or recommendations are required. 

Stantec will not be responsible to any party for damages incurred as a result of failing to notify 

Stantec that differing site or sub-surface conditions are present upon becoming aware of such 

conditions.  

PLANNING, DESIGN, OR CONSTRUCTION: Development or design plans and specifications should 

be reviewed by Stantec, sufficiently ahead of initiating the next project stage (property 

acquisition, tender, construction, etc), to confirm that this report completely addresses the 

elaborated project specifics and that the contents of this report have been properly interpreted. 

Specialty quality assurance services (field observations and testing) during construction are a 

necessary part of the evaluation of sub-subsurface conditions and site preparation works. Site 

work relating to the recommendations included in this report should only be carried out in the 

presence of a qualified geotechnical engineer; Stantec cannot be responsible for site work 

carried out without being present.
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Table B-1. Point of Interest Summary Table

Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 0+000 BB WB1 Collapsed bridge - Not in Township of Langley Not in Township of Langley - - Surrey -

Anderson Main 0+010 RB EB1 Vertical slope, sediment source - Not in Township of Langley Not in Township of Langley - - Surrey -

Anderson Main 0+047 BB LJ15-AM1 - - -
Recently fallen trees and storm 

debris (not in Township of Langley)
- - Surrey -

Anderson Main 0+087 RB - - -

2 seperate logs lie across creek, with 

minimal accumulations of debris 

upstream.

Not in Township of Langley - - Surrey -

Anderson Main 0+175 BB LJ-11-1 - -
Multiple logs across creek, some 

debris accumulations upstream.
Not present - - PP -

Anderson Main 0+193 LB CF1
Chainlink fence across floodplain 

(BB)
-

Chain link fence on bank is largely 

hidden by vegetation, possibly 

originally located on top of eroded 

bank.

Not observed - possibly masked by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 12x2x1.5

Anderson Main 0+200 LB EB2 Sediment source, no infrastructure -

Brambles, grass grown up since 

report, little additional erosion. More 

active from 0+205 to 0+211 (60061)

Not observed - likely overgrown by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 15x2x3

Anderson Main 0+200 BB LJ15-AM2 - AM-1 - Recently fallen tree across creek Mon Mon PP 1x10x1

Anderson Main 0+268 LB LJ15-AM3 - AM-2 -
Recently fallen trees, approx. 1 m 

clearance above creek
Mon Mon PP 1x10x1

Anderson Main 0+273 BB LJ15-AM4 - AM-3 - Fallen tree and log across creek Mon Mon PP 1x10x1

Anderson Main 0+295 LB LJ15-AM5 - AM-4 -

Fallen trees partially blocking creek, 

minimal debris accumulation 

upstream, erosion at toe of left bank

Mon Mon PP 2x10x2

Anderson Main 0+333 BB WB2 Rotting bridge AM-5
About 1m above flow, there are 

minimal accumulations.

Rotting logs from former bridge, 

approx. 0.4 m above creek
Mon Mon PP 4x6x1

Anderson Main 0+335 BB CF2
Multiple logs cross creek, creating 

potential fish/debris barrier
AM-5 Some accumulations on RB

Barbed wire fence crossing creek 

with storm debris accumulations
Remove M PP 0.1x20x1.5

Anderson Main 0+355 RB LJ15-AM6 - AM-6 -
Recently fallen trees crossing creek, 

some debris accumulation
Mon Mon PP 5x5x2

Anderson Main 0+370 BB LJ1 Single large log, no infrastructure AM-7 No change No significant change Mon Mon PP 0.5x5x1

Anderson Main 0+388 BB LJ15-AM7 - AM-8 -
Single large log crossing creek, 

approx. 1 m clearance above creek
Mon Mon PP 1x10x1

Anderson Main 0+429 LB LJ15-AM8 - AM-9 -
Fallen tree partially blocking creek, 

minor storm debris in area
Mon Mon PP 1x6x1

Anderson Main 0+480 BB CF3
Chainlink fence crosses creek 

creating fish/debris barrier
AM-10

Minor debris accumulation, some 

posts are broken.

Minor debris accumulation, young 

trees on adjacent right bank blown 

over

Remove M TP 0.1x20x1.5

Anderson Main 0+500 BB LJ2
large log jam, potential for 

erosion, no infrastructure.
- Log jam gone - - - TP -

Anderson Main 0+500 BB C-11-1 - AM-11
Cable crosses creek: possible cause 

of LJ2

Cable trapping debris and creating 

log jam along left bank
Remove M TP 0.1x10x1

Anderson Main 0+520 BB LJ-11-2 - AM-12
Two logs across creek, 

approximately 1m freeboard.

Several logs crossing creek, 0 to 0.7 

m clearance above creek
Mon Mon TP 2.5x8x1.5

Anderson Main 0+567 LB LJ15-AM9 - AM-13 -
Log jam partially blocking creek, 

some erosion along left bank
Mon Mon PP 3x3x1

Anderson Main 0+590 BB LJ-11-3 - AM-14

Several trees cross the creek, 

causing debris accumulations 

upstream. Steep bank on right.

Log jam across creek, some debris 

accumulation, signs of previous 

movement along right bank (leaning 

/ pistol-butting trees)

Mon Mon TP 5x6x1.5

Anderson Main 0+618 LB LJ15-AM10 - AM-15 - Log jam across creek Mon Mon TP 1x6x1



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 0+630 BB LJ-11-4 - AM-16
Small logs across creek, creek not 

completely blocked

Log jam partially blocking creek, 

some debris accumulation
Mon Mon TP 6x6x1

Anderson Main 0+678 LB LJ15-AM11 - AM-17 -
Log jam across bed of creek, minor 

debris accumulation along left bank
Mon Mon TP 0.5x6x0.5

Anderson Main 0+686 LB EB15-AM1 - AM-18 - Eroding bank, some minor sloughing Mon Mon TP 5x1x1.5

Anderson Main 0+742 BB LJ15-AM12 - AM-19 -
Several recently fallen trees across 

creek, some debris accumulation
Mon Mon PP 8x8x2

Anderson Main 0+756 BB LJ3
Long log cosses creek, no 

infrastructure
AM-20 Only one log No significant change Mon Mon PP 2x10x1.5

Anderson Main 0+773 BB LJ15-AM13 - AM-21 -
Log jam with minor debris 

accumulation
Mon Mon PP 1x6x1

Anderson Main 0+785 BB LJ-11-5 - AM-22
Three logs cross creek, no debris 

accumulation

Debris accumulation upstream of log 

jam
Mon Mon PP 10x12x1.5

Anderson Main 0+820 RB EB6
Channel erosion caused by fallen 

tree, no infrastructure
AM-23 Continuing erosion at channel bank Continuing erosion at channel bank Mon Mon PP 10x2x3

Anderson Main 0+830 BB LJ4
Large log jam adjacent to SF1 

homes located at slope.
AM-23

Logs associated with EB6 and smaller 

logs 5m upstream.

Debris accumulation upstream of log 

jam
Remove M PP 7x11x1.5

Anderson Main 0+850 LB SF1

Failure on lower half of ravine, the 

cause of LJ4, EB6. Also log jam at 

0+860

AM-24

Further movement of trees on slope, 

scarp height increased. There are 

structures at slope crest above 

scarp.

Scarp height continuing to increase, 

undermining trees at slope crest

Flatten/reinforce and 

revegetate slope, 

implement erosion 

protection measures

H PP 30x4x6.7

Anderson Main 0+860 BB LJ5
Large log jam adjacent to SF1 

homes located at slope.
AM-25

Multiple small logs creating debris 

catchment

Log jam with debris accumulation on 

left bank, approximately 0.5 m of 

clearance over creek

Remove M PP 8x8x2.5

Anderson Main 0+875 LB EB15-AM2 - AM-26 -
Approx. 2 m high, near vertical 

eroded bank

Install erosion 

protection
L PP 6x0.5x2

Anderson Main 0+895 BB LJ-11-6 - -
Recently fallen cedar creating 

debris trap.
Not present - - PP -

Anderson Main 0+915 RB EB15-AM3 - AM-27 - Minor erosion of right bank Mon Mon PP 4x0.5x0.5

Anderson Main 0+940 RB SF-11-1 - AM-28
Small slough, may cause partial 

blockage of creek.

Minor sloughing (approx. 1 m height 

at 8 m distance from the creek), 

signs of historical movement, slanted 

or pistol-butting trees (one dying and 

will likely fall eventually)

Mon Mon PP 7x4x3

Anderson Main 0+980 LB EB15-AM4 - AM-29 - Erosion of left bank below tree roots Mon Mon TP 5x1x1

Anderson Main 1+005 BB LJ6
Adjacent to SF2, homes at slope 

crest
AM-30 Most trees removed

Additional logs, significant debris 

accumulation on upstream side
Remove M TP 2x7x1.5

Anderson Main 1+010 LB SF2 - AM-31

Dead poles installed, vegetated 

upper slope, lower slope remains 

unvegetated with ongoing erosion 

at the toe.

Over-steepened left bank, fallen 

trees along bank, contributing to 

debris accumulation at LJ6, lower 

slope remains unvegetated with 

continuing erosion at toe of bank

Install erosion 

protection
M TP 6x2x3

Anderson Main 1+025 LB EB7
Reported loss of load by 

homeowner
AM-32

Dead poles, more lean to tree on 

bank with minimal change to bank

Significant slope failure occurred 

following the 2012 study.  Remedial 

work was carried out in 2014 and 

included permanent shotcrete and 

anchor shoring, hand grading, 

erosion mitigation (logs, hay bales) 

and slope vegetation.

Mon Mon TP 30x10x10



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 1+030 BB LJ-11-7 - -

log jam with debris blocking creek. 

There s some erosion of the bank 

upstream, with dead poles 

downstream

Log jam removed - - TP -

Anderson Main 1+045 BB LJ7
Log Jam near SF3. Near vertical 

slopes for 2-3m height
AM-33

Large log in creek with some debris. 

There is continued erosion of LB and 

dead poles downstream to 1+050.

Log jam removed, some erosion and 

undermining of trees at upstream 

end of remediated area (see EB7).

Extend erosion 

protection measures 

further upslope to 

prevent continued 

undermining of trees

M TP 5x8x3

Anderson Main 1+070 LB EB15-AM5 - AM-34 -
Erosion of soils below tree roots on 

left bank
Mon Mon TP 10x0.5x1.5

Anderson Main 1+095 LB LJ15-AM14 - AM-35 -
Large fallen tree crossing creek, 

some debris accumulating upstream
Mon Mon TP 1x10x1

Anderson Main 1+130 LB SF3
Historic slope failure. Erosion at toe 

of slope leading to further failure.
AM-36

No change from report. Some 

ravelling continuing at toe.
No significant change Mon Mon TP 12x3x14

Anderson Main 1+130 RB SF15-AM1 - AM-37 -
Approx. 3 m tall scarp covered by 

rootmat, log jam at bottom of slope 

Slope stabilization 

and erosion 

protection measures.

M TP 8x1x3

Anderson Main 1+217 RB EB8 Granular bank is eroding -
Bank is now vegetated and eroosion 

is abated

Not observed - likely overgrown by 

vegetation
Mon Mon TP 6x1x1

Anderson Main 1+240 RB SF4 Scarp visible at base of slope AM-38 Little change Erosion at toe of slope Mon Mon TP 2x1x2

Anderson Main 1+245 RB SF-11-2 - AM-38

Slope failure noted, with no 

structures above. Tree root ball has 

been included in mass sliding, 

leaving a near vertical scarp.

Approx. 1 m tall scarp at 15 m 

distance from creek, granular soils 

exposed, low vegetation below

Mon Mon TP 5x3x3

Anderson Main 1+250 LB SF-11-3 - AM-39

Slide remediated with dead poles, 

lashed and secured logs and sand 

bags to move flow of creek away 

from slope.

Vegetation of slope is having 

miniimal success. No further slope 

movement noted, nor any further 

erosion of toe of slope.

No further slope movement or 

erosion noted, vegetation 

establishing on slope.

Mon Mon TP 25x5x5

Anderson Main 1+260 BB LJ8 Large Log jam - Removed - - - TP -

Anderson Main 1+284 RB SF15-AM2 - AM-40 -

Signs of slope movement (e.g., pistol-

butting trees), 1 m tall scarp approx. 

20 m back from creek, granular 

patch on slope with no vegetation, 

log across creek at toe of slope

Mon Mon TP 6x1x1

Anderson Main 1+300 RB EB9 Long eroding bank -

Dead poles in creek, with logs used 

as erosion protection. No significant 

new erosion noted.

No significant change Mon Mon TP 10x4x1.5

Anderson Main 1+314 LB LJ15-AM15 - AM-41 -
Fallen tree across creek, 0.3 m  

clearance above creek
Mon Mon TP 1x6x1

Anderson Main 1+325 RB EB10
Long vertical bank on outside of 

bend in creek
AM-42

Sand bank with gravel at base. This 

slope is not vegetated, so erosion 

appears to be continuing, 

undercutting slope. There are no 

structures on slope above.

Continuing erosion below tree roots, 

leaning trees, crushed gravel placed 

against bank for erosion protection 

along part of bank

Install further erosion 

protection
M TP 35x3x4

Anderson Main 1+350 BB LJ15-AM16 - AM-43 -
Two fallen trees across creek and 

accumulated storm debris
Mon Mon TP 1x10x2



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 1+390 RB EB15-AM6 - AM-44 -
Eroding right bank, recently fallen 

tree across creek
Mon Mon TP 6x1x1.5

Anderson Main 1+420 BB LJ15-AM17 - AM-45 -
Fallen log across creek with ~0.3 m 

clearance over water
Mon Mon TP 0.5x6x0.5

Anderson Main 1+428 LB SF5

Failure behind school. Scarp 

visible. Fence present at crest of  

slope.

AM-46

Scarp higher on slope, no vegetation 

on unstable slope. Trees have 

moved closer to creek and some 

yard waste has been placed on 

crest of slope.

Continued raveling from crest of 

slope, no vegetation on unstable 

slope, further erosion and 

undermining at toe of slope

Flatten/reinforce and 

revegetate slope, 

implement erosion 

protection measures

H SD 32x3x9

Anderson Main 1+460 RB EB11
Long vertical bank on outside of 

bend in creek
AM-47 Undermined tree, continuing erosion. Tree fallen, continuing erosion Mon Mon SD 7x2x1.5

Anderson Main 1+520 LB SF6 Small scarp at base of ravine slope AM-48 Slope is vegetating, little change.

Significant sloughing near toe of 

slope, tree undermined by failure 

and has fallen, no vegetation on 

failure scarp

Flatten/reinforce and 

revegetate slope, 

implement erosion 

protection measures 

to prevent further 

undermining

M SD 12x6x5

Anderson Main 1+525 RB EB11-1 - -
Remediated area (using dead poles 

and gabions) appears effective.
Sloughing near toe of slope

Install erosion 

protection
L SD 10x2x1

Anderson Main 1+535 LB LJ-11-8 - AM-48

Tree has recently fallen in creek 

causing erosion of the bank. There 

are no structures on slope above.

Fallen trees associated with SF6

Remove log jam, 

revegetate slope, 

implement erosion 

protection measures 

to prevent further 

undermining

M SD 6x3x6

Anderson Main 1+545 RB EB12
Vertical eroding bank creating 

potential for slope failure
-

Creek moved away, minimal flow 

adjacent to bank.

No active erosion observed on right 

bank
Mon Mon SD 10x1x2

Anderson Main 1+555 LB LJ15-AM18 - AM-49 -
Recently fallen tree and storm debris 

partially blocking creek
Mon Mon SD 4x5x2

Anderson Main 1+575 LB EB13
Vertical eroding bank with small 

terrace.
- No change

Not observed - possibly overgrown 

by vegetation
Mon Mon SD 7x1x2

Anderson Main 1+590 RB EB14
Vertical eroding bank creating 

potential for slope failure.
-

Erosion remediated with lashed-

together logs and vegetation; creek 

has moved away.

Not observed - possibly masked by 

vegetation
Mon Mon SD 11x4x2.5

Anderson Main 1+600 BB LJ15-AM19 - AM-50 -
Recently fallen tree and storm debris 

partially blocking creek
Mon Mon SD 4x5x2

Anderson Main 1+675 LB SF-11-4 - AM-51

Slope failure in sand bank. Rootmass 

has fallen into creek. There is a 

structure on the crest of the slope at 

the striaight part of the stream

Continued raveling from vertical 

scarp and undermining of several 

trees near crest of slope, existing 

structure located at top of slope, 

fence at crest of slope has been 

damaged by slope movement

Flatten/reinforce and 

revegetate slope
H SD 30x3x8

Anderson Main 1+700 LB SF7
Slope failure part way up slope 

with shed at crest of slope.
AM-51

New longer shed has been built 

closer to bank. No change to slope.

Continued raveling from vertical 

scarp and undermining of several 

trees near crest of slope, existing 

structure located at top of slope, 

fence at crest of slope has been 

damaged by slope movement

Flatten/reinforce and 

revegetate slope
H PP 20x1x3

Anderson Main 1+725 BB LJ15-AM20 - AM-52 -
Fallen tree across creek, no debris 

accumulation 
Mon Mon PP 3x8x3

Anderson Main 1+730 LB EB15
Failing riprap leading to erosion of 

bank.
AM-53 No change. No significant change Mon Mon PP 2x1x2



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 1+730 LB RR1 Riprapped bank failed at EB15 AM-53 No change No significant change Mon Mon PP 40x2x2

Anderson Main 1+730 RB RR2 Riprapped bank AM-53 No change No significant change Mon Mon PP 40x2x2

Anderson Main 1+735 RB D-11-1 - -
pipe outlet noted on slope, no 

significant erosion noted.
No significant change Extend pipe to creek L PP 1x1x5

Anderson Main 1+780 BB CC3 Twin concrete box culverts AM-54 No change No significant change Mon Mon TP 50x3x2.5

Anderson Main 1+815 RB CP1 Cast in place concrete ledge AM-55
No change, lock blocks and gabions 

on top
No change Mon Mon TP 10x0.5x1

Anderson Main 1+825 RB EB16
Minor bank erosion upstream of 

CP1
AM-55 Minimal continued erosion noted Minimal continued erosion noted Mon Mon PP 5x1x0.75

Anderson Main 1+825 LB CP2 Cast in place concrete ledge AM-56 No change No change Mon Mon TP 20x1x1.2

Anderson Main 1+825 LB GB2
Gabion baskets 2-3 rows high in 

good shape
AM-56 No change

Tree fall has deformed gabion 

baskets along left bank
Mon Mon TP 20x1x2.5

Anderson Main 1+830 LB RR3
Riprapped bank upstream of 

concrete ledge
- No significant issues No significant change Mon Mon PP 5x2x1

Anderson Main 1+840 LB CS2
Ravine slope cleared of most of its 

vegetation
AM-57

Slope appears stable following tree 

clearance; some small vegetation 

taking root.

No significant change Revegetate L PP 20x20x4

Anderson Main 1+840 LB DM2
Large amount of yard waste on 

cleared slope
AM-57

No additional waste noted, ivy 

growing over waste

No additional waste, no significant 

change in condition
Mon L PP 5x5x3

Anderson Main 1+840 RB LJ9
Log Jam near SF3. Near vertical 

slopes for 2-3m height
- Appears to have been removed. - - - PP -

Anderson Main 1+860 LB DM3
Yard waste deposited on top of 

bank
- Significant amounts of yard waste. Yard waste remains Remove M PP 5x7x3

Anderson Main 1+880 BB LJ-11-9 - AM-58

Downed trees across creek creating 

potential blockage. some clearance 

from creek

Large log jam with significant debris 

accumulation upstream
Mon Mon PP 2x5x2

Anderson Main 1+900 RB CS3 Floodpain cleared - Ivy has taken over grass. No significant change Revegetate L PP 30x10x1

Anderson Main 1+900 RB CP3 Cast in place concrete deflectors - No change. No significant change Mon Mon PP 4x4x1

Anderson Main 1+900 LB DM4
Protrusion into creek. Resultant 

earthfill over garbage
-

no change. There is some curvature 

of trees on slope.
No significant change

Monitor slope for 

ongoing movement. 
L PP 20x15x5

Anderson Main 1+900 LB CS4
Large dumped material site; no 

vegetation.
- No change. No significant change Revegetate L PP 20x15x5

Anderson Main 1+950 LB RR4 Riprapped with square block - No change. No visible bank erosion.
Not observed - likely masked by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 4x1x0.5

Anderson Main 1+955 LB EB17
Minor bank erosion. Homes on 

crest of slope.
AM-59

Erosion ongoing; some resultant 

undercutting of slope.

Vegetation growing over much of 

the eroded bank

Monitor for 

continued erosion. If 

necessary, 

implement erosion 

control measures

M PP 5x1x1

Anderson Main 1+955 RB EB18 Bank erosion into terrace. -
Erosion ongoing; resulting in 

undercutting of terrace

Erosion ongoing and continuing to 

undercut terrace, masked by 

vegetation at the time of our field 

reconnaissance

Erosion protection L PP 8x1x1

Anderson Main 1+965 LB SF-11-5 - AM-59

Slope failure: sloughing into creek. 

Tree in creek causing partial 

blockage. There are homes on slope 

crest.

Over-steepened slide scarp remains 

clearly visible, minor deterioration 

noted and some vegetation has re-

established, houses at crest of slope, 

log in creek at toe of slope causing 

partial blockage

Slope stabilization 

and erosion 

protection measures.

H PP 7x4x3

Anderson Main 1+970 RB LJ-11-10 - AM-60
Small trees and debris are causing 

potential blockage.

Large trees fallen across creek, 

erosion of right bank undermining 

tree on upstream side 

Mon Mon PP 4x6x1.5



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 1+975 RB EB19
Vertical eroding bank on outside 

bend
AM-61 Erosion ongoing

Fallen trees and vegetation masking 

vertical eroding bank and slide 

scarp at bend in creek, erosion 

remains active

Erosion protection M PP 15x1x2

Anderson Main 1+975 RB SF8
Slope failure caused by eroding 

bank
AM-61

Additional trees down. Slope is 

actively sloughing material into 

creek. There are homes at crest of 

slope.

Fallen trees and vegetation masking 

slope failure at bend in creek, 

sloughing actively ongoing

Slope stabilization 

and erosion 

protection measures

H PP 15x1x5

Anderson Main 2+030 LB EB20
Bank erosion into terrace.  

Potential for slope erosion.
-

Very slight additional erosion of 

terrace.

Not observed - likely overgrown by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 8x1x1

Anderson Main 2+065 BB LJ-11-11 - AM-62
Living tree across creek leaving 

about 1m clearance.
Log trapped upstream of living tree Mon Mon PP 1x8x2

Anderson Main 2+100 LB GB3
2 and 3 layers of Gabion baskets 

in good condition
AM-63

some mesh missing on base row with 

rounded rocks.

Stone material continues to be 

released from bottom row of gabion 

baskets

Place riprap along 

toe of gabion basket 

wall

L PP 33x1.5x2.5

Anderson Main 2+100 LB TC1
Timber crib walls upslope of GB3. 

Some rot.
AM-64 No change No significant change Mon Mon PP 20x3x3

Anderson Main 2+115 LB DM5

Large amount of yard waste, 

potential for slope instability (High 

priority)

AM-65 Ivy covered No significant change Mon Mon PP 5x5x5

Anderson Main 2+115 LB EB21 Large Cedar about to fall AM-66
Large cedar still falling, though stil 

alive.

Large cedar continuing to fall, still 

alive
Mon Mon PP 8x2x1

Anderson Main 2+125 LB RR5

Riprap placed on LB has failed. It 

appears that rock was end 

dumped. It is strewn along creek, 

ending at 37A st.

AM-67
1' shot rock makes little discernable 

change.
No discernable change Mon Mon PP 50x1x1

Anderson Main 2+130 LB EB22

History of bank erosion along outer 

bend resulting in debris deposits in 

channel

AM-67 Minimal change No significant change Mon Mon PP 35x1x2

Anderson Main 2+145 BB LJ10
Log jam has formed from 

extensive LB loss of material
AM-67

Associated with EB22, creek flows 

under and between debris

Log jam accumulating debris along 

left bank
Mon Mon PP 12x1x1

Anderson Main 2+175 LB RR6

Rip rap on LB has failed. Much of 

the rock in the creek is river gravel. 

Cobbles placed as bank 

protection are too small.

AM-67 Continuation of RR5
Continuation of RR5, no significant 

change
Mon Mon PP 50x1x1

Anderson Main 2+180 BB LJ15-AM21 - AM-68 -
Fallen tree across creek, approx. 0.9 

m clearance above creek
Mon Mon PP 1x10x1

Anderson Main 2+180 LB EB23
Bank erosion is not currently an 

issue as creek has moved away.
- Creek flow is still away from LB

Not observed - likely overgrown by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 9x1x2

Anderson Main 2+195 RB DM6 Dumped yard waste at top of RB -
No additional waste noted, ivy 

growing up and around waste
No significant change Remove L PP 4x4x3

Anderson Main 2+195 RB LJ11
Log jam at sharp bend in channel 

adjacent to DM6
AM-69 Log partially in creek: no debris No significant change Mon Mon PP 2x5x1

Anderson Main 2+210 LB EB24

Long high vertical bank erosion, 

minimal mature vegetation, large 

sediment source.

AM-70 Erosion of sand bank continuing

Bank erosion continuing, sloughing 

of soil along eroded bank, small log 

jam immediately downstream

Bank protection M PP 22x2x5

Anderson Main 2+220 RB LJ-11-12 - -
Log jam - debris across creek with 

exposed bank adjacent (EB24)

Log jam noted by EXP (2012) no 

longer present
- - PP -

Anderson Main 2+230 LB EB25
Bank erosion minimized by 

riprarian vegtation
AM-71 No changes - residence at crest

Erosion undermining trees on left 

bank
Mon Mon PP 4x1x1.5

Anderson Main 2+235 RB CS5
Floodplain area cleared of 

vegetation, grass well established
AM-72 Dead trees in creek removed No significant change Mon Mon PP 22x9x1



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
Priority

Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 2+250 RB RR7
rip rap placed sporadically minor 

erosion continuing
AM-73 No change No significant change Mon Mon PP 26x1x1

Anderson Main 2+255 RB DM-11-1 - -
dumped yard waste - potential to 

destabilize slope
No significant change Remove L PP 4x4x2

Anderson Main 2+310 LB RR8

rip rap placed sporadically has 

been mobilized. Rocks up to 1 m - 

avg 0.3 m

AM-73
rip rap across ck onto right bank, 

appears effective
No significant change Mon Mon PP 30x2x1.5

Anderson Main 2+320 LB EB26 Bank erosion at upsream end RR8 -
no signifcant change - homes at 

crest

Not observed - likely overgrown by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 5x1x1

Anderson Main 2+320 RB RR9

rip rap placed on LB somewhat 

effective throughout channle 

Rock size up to 1 m avg 0.3 m

AM-73 Continuation of RR7 - no change No significant change Mon Mon PP 65x1x1

Anderson Main 2+335 RB TC-11-1 - -

Wood cribbing retaining wall on 

slope appears to be some rot, 

supports on vertical posts

No significant change Mon Mon PP 10x5x3

Anderson Main 2+350 RB TC-11-2 - AM-74

Wood cribbing retaining walls 

supported by vertical posts - appear 

to be in generally good condition

No significant change Mon Mon PP 15x8x4

Anderson Main 2+360 RB CS6
Floodplain area cleared - grass 

established
AM-74

some eroison at bank edge - tree 

close to falling

Continuing erosion along right bank, 

makeshift erosion control measures 

(small logs and some riprap) placed

Revegetate or 

upgrade erosion 

protection measures

L PP 25x7x1

Anderson Main 2+370 RB LJ15-AM22 - AM-75 -

Fallen trees on right bank, crossing 

creek with approximately 2 m 

clearance, no current blockage but 

monitor for deterioration

Mon Mon PP 2x10x3

Anderson Main 2+385 LB SF9
Evidence of several old failures 

along 30 m section of RR10
AM-76

Grass & vegetationpresent - slides 

appear inactive, retaining wall at 

crest

Slope failure along left bank, approx. 

2 m high scarp with no vegetation
Mon Mon PP 30x5x4

Anderson Main 2+385 LB RR10
Rip rap placed on Left Bank and 

slope, channel bed also armoured
AM-76 No change Not observed at location of SF9 Mon Mon PP 30x1.5x2.5

Anderson Main 2+400 RB RR11

Rip rap placed on Right Bank and 

slope - Channel bed also 

armoured

- 0.3 m rip rap - no change No significant change Mon Mon PP 45x3x2.5

Anderson Main 2+430 LB EB15-AM7 - AM-77 -
Erosion along left bank where riprap 

if failing
Mon Mon PP 10x2x1

Anderson Main 2+445 RB EB27

Right bank erosion along diverted 

channel between confluence 

with old channel and protected 

bank with rip rap & gabion 

baskets

AM-78
Active slope erosion underminng 

tree at crest of slope

Slope vegetated by grass, no 

evidence of continued erosion
Mon Mon PP 27x5x3

Anderson Main 2+445 LB EB28

Left Bank erosion along diverted 

channel between confluence 

with old channel and protected 

bank. Bank well vegetated

AM-78
Vegetated slope - does not appear 

active

Slope vegetated by grass and 

protectedwith riprap, no evidence 

of continued erosion

Mon Mon PP 27x2x2

Anderson Main 2+445 BB RR12
Rip rap placed on bed of diverted 

channel
AM-78 Up to 0.5 m shot rock - no change No significant change Mon Mon PP 27x4x0.5

Anderson Main 2+480 RB GB4

Gabion baskets on Right Bank, 3 

rows high.  Baskets are failing at 

upstream end.  Basket rows have 

moved and are slumping and 

basket wire on bottom row rusted 

and rocks are falling out at 2+500

-
Gabion basket 2+500 appears ot 

have lost more rocks

Removed and replaced with lock 

block wall (see CP4)
- - TP -



Creek Station LB/RB POI 2006 Hayco Report Comments Photos 2012 Hayco Report Comments 2015 Stantec Comments
 Recommended 

Mitigation
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Land 

Ownership

POI Size (LxWxH)         

in meters

Anderson Main 2+480 RB RR13

Rip rap on right bank at base of 

gabion baskets and on bed of 

channel

AM-79 No change

Riprap reconfigured along toe of 

new lock block wall (see CP4) and 

bed of channel

Mon Mon TP 51x2x1

Anderson Main 2+480 LB GB5 Gabion baskets four rows high -
significant movement of upper 

baskets

Removed and replaced with lock 

block wall (see CP4)
- - TP -

Anderson Main 2+480 LB RR14
Rip rap on Left Bank and bed of 

channel
AM-79 No change

Riprap reconfigured along toe of 

new lock block wall (see CP4) and 

bed of channel

Mon Mon TP 60x2x1

Anderson Main 2+490 LB LJ-11-13 - - Tree down above creek Removed - - TP -

Anderson Main 2+512 RB CP4

Lock blocks between culvert and 

gabion baskets 3 high good 

condition

AM-79 No change

Lock block wall upgraded further 

downstream and extended to 4 

blocks height

Mon Mon TP 9x1x2.5

Anderson Main 2+527 BB CC4

Corrugated metal culvert 3 m high 

4 m wide under 36A - good 

condition

AM-79 No change

Culvert has been upgraded from a 

corrugated metal culvert to a twin 

concrete culvert

Mon Mon TP 19x4x3

North Branch 0+020 BB LJ15-NB1 - NB-1 -
Log jam and some storm debris 

across creek
Mon Mon PP 1x5x1

North Branch 0+045 LB EB3
Small eroding bank no 

infrasructure
NB-2

Mostly vegetated, steep slope, minor 

erosion of slope occurring
Minor erosion of left bank Mon Mon PP 3x3x2

North Branch 0+067 LB EB-11-2 - NB-3
Some erosion occurring at toe of 

slope

Right bank also erodng below 

rootmat, fallen tree
Mon Mon PP 2x1x1.5

North Branch 0+080 BB LJ-11-14 - NB-4
Log down across ck, possible 

blockage, creek flowing under tree
No significant change Mon Mon PP 1x4x1.5

North Branch 0+095 BB LJ-11-15 - NB-5
Downed log, partially in creek; creek 

flowing around/under tree

Log jam partially blocking creek, 

some debris accumulation
Mon Mon TP 1x3x1

North Branch 0+130 RB EB4 small eroding bank NB-6 No change - vertical bank
Approx. 1 m high eroding right bank, 

saturated soil at base of slope
Mon Mon TP 4x1x1.5

North Branch 0+130 LB SF-11-6 - NB-7

Slide scarp evident, vegetated 

slope, minor curvature to some trees, 

surficial movement, no structures, 

some material deposited in creek

Slide scarp on vegetated slope, 

pistol-butting trees on slope
Mon Mon TP 30x6x6

North Branch 0+165 LB EB-11-3 - NB-8

Erosion of soils undermining tree 

above high water mark. Buildings at 

slope crest

Erosion of soils undermining large 

tree along left bank, pistol-butting 

trees indicate past slope movement

Install erosion 

protection
L TP 3x2x2

North Branch 0+180 RB SF15-NB1 - NB-9 -

Minor sloughing of soils along right 

bank, pistol-butting trees indicate 

past slope movement, no buildings 

noted at crest of slope

Mon Mon TP 2x1x1

North Branch 0+190 BB LJ-11-16 - NB-10
Tree across ck, good clearance for 

ck

Debris accumulation in creek, 

corrugated metal drainage pipe 

along slope

Mon Mon TP 2x3x2

North Branch 0+215 BB LJ15-NB2 - NB-11 - Large tree fallen across creek Mon Mon TP 1x10x1

North Branch 0+260 RB EB5
Small eroding bank - no 

infrastructure
- No change

Not observed - possibly overgrown 

by vegetation
Mon Mon TP 6x1x0.5

North Branch 0+270 BB LJ-11-17 - NB-12
Creek flows under tree, little space 

below log

Log jam with minor debris 

accumulation, minor erosion of left 

bank

Mon Mon TP 2x4x1

North Branch 0+285 BB LJ-11-18 - NB-13

Trees down across ck, water flowing 

under, minimal space between 

creek and trees

No significant change Mon Mon TP 10X4X1
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North Branch 0+320 BB LJ-11-19 - NB-14
Tree down across ck, minimal space 

between ck and tree
No significant change Mon Mon TP 2x4x1

North Branch 0+320 RB SF-11-7 - NB-15

Undulating slope and curved tree 

trunks inidcate surficial slope 

movement

Minor sloughing on steep right bank, 

pistol-butting trees indicate past 

slope movement

Mon Mon TP 20x8x5

North Branch 0+366 RB SS1
Seepage from slope 3 m from ck, 

potential for slope erosion
NB-16

Minor ongoing undermining of slope 

by seeping water, 0.5m high vertical 

bank formed

Continued erosion of bank due to 

seepage from slope, the approx. 0.5 

m bank remains, leaning trees on the 

slope above

Mon Mon TP 5x3x1

North Branch 0+390 RB SS2
Seepage from slope 1 m from ck. 

Potential for slope erosion
NB-17

Vertical scarp about 1 m high 

forming about 3m from creek

Continued seepage, approximately 

1 m high vertical scarp at 3 m from 

the creek

Mon Mon TP 4x2.5x2

North Branch 0+400 BB LJ15-NB3 - NB-18 -
Log jam and storm debris across the 

creek
Mon Mon TP 2x5x2

North Branch 0+420 RB SB1 Concrete shed NB-19 No change No change Mon Mon TP 4X2X2

North Branch 0+425 BB CF4

Chain link fence crossing flood 

plain and ck potential debris 

catcher

NB-20 No change
Fence damaged by fallen tree on 

right bank
Remove L TP 2x25x1.5

North Branch 0+450 LB GB1
Gabion Basket, 20 m length, two 

rows high, good condition
NB-21 Baskets appear in good condition No significant change Mon Mon TP 22x2x1.5

North Branch 0+480 BB CC1
concrete culvert (1.5 m dia) 

partially filled with debris
NB-22 No change No significant change

Clean debris out, 

install debris 

catchment

H TP 40x1.5x1.5

North Branch 0+510 BB LJ-11-20 - NB-23 trees down across creek No significant change Mon Mon PP 2x5x2

North Branch 0+515 BB LJ-11-21 - -
logs and debris creating potential 

blockage
Not present Mon Mon PP 2x3x1

North Branch 0+520 RB SF-11-8 - NB-24
Slide scarp near slope crest 

indicating potentialy unstable slope
No significant change Mon Mon PP 5x4x4

North Branch 0+520 BB CF5

Chicken wire crossing floodplain 

and creek.  Potential debris 

catcher (minor due to flows)

- Removed - - - PP -

North Branch 0+550 BB CF6

Chainlink fence crossing 

floodplain and creek potential 

debris catcher

NB-25 No change No significant change Remove L PP 0.5x8x1.5

North Branch 0+620 LB CF-11-1 - NB-26
Broken chain link fence in creek 

potential debris catcher
No significant change Remove L PP 0.5x10x1.5

North Branch 0+675 RB CS1

Ravine slope has been cleared of 

most mature vegetation, otential 

for slope instabilities

NB-27

no indications of slope instabilites, 

filter fabric (erosion protection?) 

noted on slope immediately below 

home, some vegetation growing

No significant change
Revegetate with 

native plants
L PP 20x20x5

North Branch 0+675 RB DM1

Large amount of material (yard 

waste) top of cleared slope.

Potential for slpoe instability

NB-27
Ivy growing over yard waste, no 

additional waste noted
No significant change Remove L PP 5x5x3

West Branch 0+010 BB LJ-11-22 - -
Tree down across creek potential 

debris catcher
Not present - - PP -

West Branch 0+040 BB LJ-11-23 - WB-1
Large trees down across creek, cut 

while down, potential blockage

Right bank eroding below rootmat, 

some debris accumulation
Mon Mon PP 4x4x2

West Branch 0+055 BB LJ15-WB1 - WB-2 -
Fallen tree across creek, approx. 0.3 

m clearance above creek
Mon Mon PP 1x4x1

West Branch 0+130 LB EB-11-4 - -
Minor erosion on outside of band, 

possible slope instabilities above

Not observed - likely overgrown by 

vegetation
Mon Mon PP 10x1x1

West Branch 0+150 BB LJ-11-24 - WB-3
Trees down across creek potential 

blockage

Large amount of debris 

accumulation
Mon Mon PP 2x5x1
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West Branch 0+170 LB SS3

Large seepage area at base of 

ravine slope on ck floodplain, 

potential for slope instability

- No significant change Not observed Mon Mon PP 5x4x2

West Branch 0+175 RB EB15-WB1 - WB-4 - Approx. 1 m high eroding right bank Mon Mon PP 3x1x1

West Branch 0+185 BB LJ-11-25 - WB-5
Several small trees down across 

creek - pootential blockage

Most trees appear to have been 

removed
Mon Mon PP 10x4x1

West Branch 0+200 LB SS4

seepage area on LB several 

metres from creek, potential for 

slope instability

-
Some erosion of creek bank - no 

siginficant change
Not observed Mon Mon PP 3x3x1

West Branch 0+220 BB LJ15-WB2 - WB-6 -
Significant amount of storm debris 

upstream of log jam
Mon Mon PP 2x4x1

West Branch 0+250 BB LJ-11-26 - -
Small tree in creek - potential 

blockage
Not present - - PP -

West Branch 0+275 BB LJ-11-27 - WB-7
Tree across creek - potential 

blockage
Large log crossing creek Mon Mon PP 1x4x1

West Branch 0+280 LB EB15-WB2 - WB-8 -
Eroding bank approx. 1 m high, 

dense vegetation above
Mon Mon PP 1x3x1

West Branch 0+290 LB SB2 old timber shed with well - Shed removed - - - PP -

West Branch 0+320 BB LJ-11-28 - WB-9
Trees across creek with root mass, 

potential blockage

Fallen trees across creek, some 

debris accumulation
Mon Mon PP 2x4x2

West Branch 0+322 BB CC2

Concrete culvert (700 mm dia) 

under old road crossing ck and 

traversing slope

WB-10

Some erosion of creek banks at 

culvert outlet.  Does not appear to 

serve a purpose presently, may clog 

in future.

Some erosion of creek banks at 

outlet, large accumulations of debis 

upstream of culvert

Remove M PP 5x1x1

West Branch 0+350 BB LJ15-WB3 - WB-11 -
Log jam and storm debris across the 

creek
Mon Mon TP 3x6x2

West Branch 0+360 BB LJ-11-29 - WB-12
Small trees and wood debris in creek 

from 0+337 to 0+400

Fallen tree across creek, 

approximately 0.2 m clearance 

above creek; some small trees and 

wood debris possibly removed

Mon Mon TP 2x4x2

West Branch 0+385 BB LJ15-WB4 - WB-13 -
Two large fallen trees, significant 

amount of storm debris
Mon Mon TP 4x6x2

West Branch 0+425 BB LJ15-WB5 - WB-14 -
Significant amount of storm debris 

accumulation across creek
Mon Mon PP 2x5x2

West Branch 0+460 BB LJ-11-30 - WB-15
Large logs across creek, potential 

blockage - minimal flow
No significant change Mon Mon PP 3x4x2

West Branch 0+490 LB CS-11-1 - WB-16
Cleared areas in floodplain, table 

and wood structure
No significant change Mon Mon PP 10x8x1

West Branch 0+560 BB LJ-11-31 - -
Logs and wood debris across creek, 

potential for blockage
Not present - - PP -

West Branch 0+640 BB LJ-11-32 - WB-17
Large tree across creek - potential 

blockage

Multiple logs crossing creek - 

potential for blockage
Mon Mon PP 2x4x2

West Branch 0+700 RB DM-11-2 - WB-18

Yard waste at crest of slope off trailer 

park, potential for slope 

destabilization

Signs of recent slope movement 

(leaning trees with void space on 

downslope side, uneven ground at 

crest of slope)

Remove M PP 6x3x2

Notes: LB = Left Bank, RB = Right Bank, BB = Both Banks

POI = Point of Interest

TP = Township Property, PP = Private Property, SD = School District Property

L = Length, W = Width, H = Height

New POIs are identified as XX15-AM## (Anderson Main), XX15-NB## (North Branch) and XX15-WB## (West Branch)
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Photo AM-1.    LJ15-AM2 (Sta. AM 0+200) 

Recently fallen tree across creek 

 

Photo AM-2.   LJ15-AM3 (Sta. AM 0+268) 

Recently fallen trees across creek, approximately 1 m clearance above creek 



 

 

Photo AM-3.    LJ15-AM4 (Sta. AM 0+273) 

Fallen tree and log across creek 

 

Photo AM-4.    LJ15-AM5 (Sta. AM 0+295) 

Fallen trees across creek, some erosion at toe of left bank 



 

 

Photo AM-5.    WB2 (Sta. AM 0+333) & CF2 (Sta. AM 0+335) 

Rotting bridge and barbed wire fence crossing creek 

 

Photo AM-6.    LJ15-AM6 (Sta. AM 0+355) 

Recently fallen trees across creek 



 

 

Photo AM-7.    LJ1 (Sta. AM 0+370) 

Single large log across creek 

 

Photo AM-8.    LJ15-AM7 (Sta. AM 0+388) 

Single large log across creek, approximately 1 m clearance above creek 



 

 

Photo AM-9.    LJ15-AM8 (Sta. AM 0+429) 

Fallen tree partially blocking creek along left bank 

 

Photo AM-10.    CF3 (Sta. AM 0+480) 

Chain link fence across creek, minor debris accumulation 



 

 

Photo AM-11.    C-11-1 (Sta. AM 0+500) 

Cable across creek, creating log jam along left bank 

 

Photo AM-12.    LJ-11-2 (Sta. AM 0+520) 

Several logs across creek 



 

 

Photo AM-13.    LJ15-AM9 (Sta. AM 0+567) 

Partial log jam, some erosion along left bank 

 

Photo AM-14.    LJ-11-3 (Sta. AM 0+590) 

Log jam across creek, signs of slope movement on right bank 



 

 

Photo AM-15.    LJ15-AM10 (Sta. AM 0+618) 

Log jam across creek 

 

Photo AM-16.    LJ-11-4 (Sta. AM 0+630) 

Log jam with some debris accumulation 



 

 

Photo AM-17.    LJ15-AM11 (Sta. AM 0+678) 

Log jam across creek, minor debris accumulation 

 

Photo AM-18.    EB15-AM1 (Sta. AM 0+686) 

Eroding left bank, some minor sloughing 



 

 

Photo AM-19.    LJ15-AM12 (Sta. AM 0+742) 

Recently fallen trees across creek, some debris accumulation 

 

Photo AM-20.    LJ3 (Sta. AM 0+756) 

Log jam across creek 



 

 

Photo AM-21.    LJ15-AM13 (Sta. AM 0+773) 

Log jam across creek, minor debris accumulation 

 

Photo AM-22.    LJ-11-5 (Sta. AM 0+785) 

Three logs across creek, some debris accumulation 



 

 

Photo AM-23.    EB6 (Sta. AM 0+820) & LJ4 (Sta. AM 0+830) 

Large fallen tree with debris accumulation, eroding right bank 

 

Photo AM-24.    SF1 (Sta. AM 0+850) 

Large slope failure with increasing scarp height, undermining trees at top of slope 



 

 

Photo AM-25.    LJ5 (Sta. AM 0+860) 

Log jam across creek, debris accumulation on left bank, approximately 0.5 m of clearance over 

creek 

 

Photo AM-26.    EB15-AM2 (Sta. AM 0+875) 

Approximately 2 m high, near-vertical eroded bank 



 

 

Photo AM-27.    EB15-AM3 (Sta. AM 0+915) 

Minor erosion along right bank 

 

Photo AM-28.    SF-11-1 (Sta. AM 0+940) 

Minor sloughing (approximately 1 m height at 8 m distance from the creek), signs of historical 

movement (slanted or pistol-butting trees), one dying tree overhanging creek 



 

 

Photo AM-29.    EB15-AM4 (Sta. AM 0+980) 

Scouring of left bank below tree roots 

 

Photo AM-30.    LJ6 (Sta. AM 1+005) 

Large log jam across creek, significant debris accumulation upstream 



 

 

Photo AM-31.    SF2 (Sta. AM 1+010) 

Slope failure on left bank, fallen trees from left bank – contributing to LJ6, dead poles installed at 

toe of slope 

 

Photo AM-32.    EB7 (Sta. AM 1+025) 

2014 remediation for slope failure 



 

 

Photo AM-33.    LJ7 (Sta. AM 1+045) 

Erosion undermining trees at upstream end of remediated slope 

 

Photo AM-34.    EB15-AM5 (Sta. AM 1+070) 

Erosion of soils below tree roots on bank 



 

 

Photo AM-35.    LJ15-AM14 (Sta. AM 1+095) 

Large fallen tree across creek, some debris accumulation 

 

Photo AM-36.    SF3 (Sta. AM 1+130) 

Historical slope failure, some raveling continuing at toe 



 

 

Photo AM-37.    SF15-AM1 (Sta. AM 1+130) 

Approximately 3 m tall scarp, log jam at bottom of slope 

 

Photo AM-38.    SF4 (Sta. AM 1+240) & SF-11-2 (Sta. AM 1+245) 

Slope failures, some ongoing erosion and sloughing 



 

 

Photo AM-39.    SF-11-3 (Sta. AM 1+250) 

Vegetation growing on slope, logs for erosion protection 

 

Photo AM-40.    SF15-AM2 (Sta. AM 1+284) 

1 m tall scarp, pistol-butting trees indicate past slope movement, fallen tree across creek 



 

 

Photo AM-41.    LJ15-AM15 (Sta. AM 1+314) 

Fallen tree across creek, 0.3 m clearance above water 

 

Photo AM-42.    EB10 (Sta. AM 1+325) 

Erosion undermining trees along right bank, some gravel placed along bank 



 

 

Photo AM-43.    LJ15-AM16 (Sta. AM 1+350) 

Two fallen trees across creek, accumulated storm debris 

 

Photo AM-44.    EB15-AM6 (Sta. AM 1+390) 

Eroding right bank, recently fallen tree across creek 



 

 

Photo AM-45.    LJ15-AM17 (Sta. AM 1+420) 

Fallen logs across creek with ~0.3 m clearance over water 

 

Photo AM-46.    SF5 (Sta. AM 1+428) 

Large slope failure, continued raveling at crest of slope and erosion from toe of bank, no 

vegetation established 



 

 

Photo AM-47.    EB11 (Sta. AM 1+460) 

Eroding right bank, fallen tree and log across creek 

 

Photo AM-48.    SF6 (Sta. AM 1+520) & LJ-11-8 (Sta. AM 1+535) 

Significant  sloughing near toe of slope, tree undermined/fallen, no vegetation on failure scarp 



 

 

Photo AM-49.    LJ15-AM18 (Sta. AM 1+555) 

Recently fallen tree and storm debris partially blocking creek 

 

Photo AM-50.    LJ15-AM19 (Sta. AM 1+600) 

Recently fallen tree and storm debris partially blocking creek 



 

 

Photo AM-51.    SF-11-4 (Sta. AM 1+675) & SF7 (Sta. AM 1+700) 

Large slope failures along left bank, continued raveling near crest, structures at crest of slope 

 

Photo AM-52.    LJ15-AM20 (Sta. AM 1+725) 

Tree fallen across creek, no debris accumulation 



 

 

Photo AM-53.    EB15 (Sta. AM 1+730), RR1 (Sta. AM 1+730) & RR2 (Sta. AM 1+730) 

Failing riprap leading to erosion of left bank, riprap along right bank 

 

Photo AM-54.    CC3 (Sta. AM 1+780) 

Twin concrete box culver beneath 200 Street 



 

 

Photo AM-55.    CP1 (Sta. AM 1+815) & EB16 (Sta. AM 1+825) 

Cast in place concrete ledge with 2 to 3 rows of gabion baskets overtop, minor erosion upstream 

of concrete ledge 

 

Photo AM-56.    CP2 (Sta. AM 1+825) & GB2 (Sta. AM 1+825) 

Cast in place concrete ledge with 2 to 3 rows of gabion baskets overtop, riprap upstream of 

concrete ledge 



 

 

Photo AM-57.    CS2 (Sta. AM 1+840) & DM2 (Sta. AM1+840) 

Cleared site with dumped material at crest, no additional waste noted, minor vegetation growth 

 

Photo AM-58.    LJ-11-9 (Sta. AM 1+880)  

Large log jam with significant debris accumulation upstream 



 

 

Photo AM-59.    EB17 (Sta. AM 1+955) & SF-11-5 (Sta. AM 1+965) 

Approximately 4 m high slide scarp on upstream (left) side of log, erosion undercutting slope on 

downstream (right) side of log 

 

Photo AM-60.    LJ-11-10 (Sta. AM 1+970)  

Large trees fallen across creek, erosion of right bank undermining tree on upstream side  



 

 

Photo AM-61.    EB19 (Sta. AM 1+975) & SF8 (Sta. AM 1+975)  

Fallen trees and vegetation masking vertical eroding bank and slope failure at bend in river, 

erosion and sloughing remain active 

 

Photo AM-62.    LJ-11-11 (Sta. AM 2+065)  

Living tree across creek with approximately 0.6 m clearance, log trapped upstream of tree 



 

 

Photo AM-63.    GB3 (Sta. AM 2+100)  

Gabion basket wall three rows high, mesh deteriorating on bottom row and releasing some 

stone material 

 

Photo AM-64.    TC1 (Sta. AM 2+100)  

Timber crib wall upslope from gabion basket wall, some rotting 



 

 

Photo AM-65.    DM5 (Sta. AM 2+115)  

Dumped waste material covered by ivy 

 

Photo AM-66.    EB21 (Sta. AM 2+115)  

Large cedar continuing to fall 



 

 

Photo AM-67.    RR5 (Sta. AM 2+125), EB22 (Sta. AM 2+130), LJ10 (Sta. AM 2+145), RR6 (Sta. 2+175) 

RR5/RR6 – Riprap placed along left bank is failing, 

EB22 – History of bank erosion along outer bend resulting in debris along left bank, 

LJ10 – Log jam formed from loss of material along left bank 

 

Photo AM-68.    LJ15-AM21 (Sta. AM 2+180)  

Fallen tree across creek, approximately 0.9 m clearance above creek 



 

 

Photo AM-69.    LJ11 (Sta. AM 2+195)  

Log jam across creek 

 

Photo AM-70.    EB24 (Sta. AM 2+210)  

Approximately 5 m high eroding left bank, sloughing of soil occurring along slope, small log jam 

immediately downstream from eroding bank 



 

 

Photo AM-71.    EB25 (Sta. AM 2+230)  

Erosion undermining trees on left bank 

 

Photo AM-72.    CS5 (Sta. AM 2+235)  

Cleared site along right bank, grass well established 



 

 

Photo AM-73.    RR7 (Sta. AM 2+250), RR8 (Sta. AM 2+310) & RR9 (Sta. AM 2+320) 

Riprap placed along both banks through much of the subject area, generally effective but 

failing sporadically with erosion occurring in some areas 

 

Photo AM-74.    TC-11-2 (Sta. 2+350) & CS6 (Sta. AM 2+360)  

TC-11-2 (top left) – Timber crib wall appears to be in good condition 

CS6 – Erosion occurring along right bank, makeshift erosion protection system constructed 



 

 

Photo AM-75.    LJ15-AM22 (Sta. AM 2+370)  

Fallen trees on right bank, approximately 2 m clearance above creek 

 

Photo AM-76.    SF9 (Sta. AM 2+385) & RR10 (Sta. AM 2+385) 

SF9 – Slope failure along left bank, approximately 2 m high scarp with no vegetation 

RR10 – riprap appears to be gone from area of slope failure 



 

 

Photo AM-77.    EB15-AM7 (Sta. AM 2+430)  

Erosion along left bank where riprap is failing 

 

Photo AM-78.    EB27 (Sta. AM2+445), EB28 (Sta.2+445) & RR12 (Sta. 2+445)  

Left and right banks both vegetated with no evidence of further erosion, riprap along both banks 

and bed of channel, wooden posts intermittently present along bottom of slope 



 

 

Photo AM-79.    RR13 (Sta. AM 2+480), RR14 (Sta. AM 2+480), CP4 (Sta. 2+512), CC4 (Sta. 2+527) 

Gabion baskets have been removed and replaced with concrete lock blocks. Creek bed has 

been lined with riprap up to 1 m in diameter. Corrugated metal culvert has been upgraded and 

replaced by a twin concrete box culvert. 

 

Photo NB-1.    LJ15-NB1 (Sta. NB 0+020)  

Log jam and some storm debris across creek 



 

 

Photo NB-2.    EB3 (Sta. NB 0+045)  

Minor erosion of left bank  

 

Photo NB-3.    EB-11-2 (Sta. NB 0+067)  

Right bank eroding below rootmat, fallen tree 



 

 

Photo NB-4.    LJ-11-14 (Sta. NB 0+080)  

Log across creek, approximately 0.5 m clearance above creek 

 

Photo NB-5.    LJ-11-15 (Sta. NB 0+095)  

Log jam partially blocking creek, some debris accumulation 



 

 

Photo NB-6.    EB4 (Sta. NB 0+130)  

Approximately 1 m high eroding right bank, saturated soil at base of slope 

 

Photo NB-7.    SF-11-6 (Sta. NB 0+130)  

Slide scarp on vegetated slope, pistol-butting trees on slope  



 

 

Photo NB-8.    EB-11-3 (Sta. NB 0+165)  

Erosion of soils undermining tree on left bank, pistol-butting trees indicate past slope movement 

 

Photo NB-9.    SF15-NB1 (Sta. NB 0+180)  

Minor sloughing of soils along right bank, pistol-butting trees indicate past slope movement 



 

 

Photo NB-10.    LJ-11-16 (Sta. NB 0+190)  

Debris accumulation in creek, corrugated metal drainage pipe along slope 

 

Photo NB-11.    LJ15-NB2 (Sta. NB 0+215)  

Large tree fallen across creek 



 

 

Photo NB-12.    LJ-11-17 (Sta. NB 0+270)  

Log jam with minor debris accumulation, minor erosion of left bank 

 

Photo NB-13.    LJ-11-18 (Sta. NB 0+285)  

Two trees fallen across creek, minimal clearance above creek 



 

 

Photo NB-14.    LJ-11-19 (Sta. NB 0+320)  

Tree fallen across creek, minimal clearance above creek 

 

Photo NB-15.    SF-11-7 (Sta. NB 0+320)  

Minor sloughing on steep right bank, pistol-butting trees indicate past slope movement 



 

 

Photo NB-16.    SS1 (Sta. NB 0+366)  

Minor ongoing erosion of slope due to seepage, approximately 0.5 m high vertical scarp formed 

 

Photo NB-17.    SS2 (Sta. NB 0+390)  

Seepage from slope, approximately 1 m high vertical scarp at 3 m from the creek 



 

 

Photo NB-18.    LJ15-NB3 (Sta. NB 0+400)  

Log jam and storm debris across creek 

 

Photo NB-19.    SB1 (Sta. NB 0+420)  

Concrete shed along right bank 



 

 

Photo NB-20.    CF4 (Sta. NB 0+425)  

Chainlink fence remains across creek, damaged by fallen tree on right bank 

 

Photo NB-21.    GB1 (Sta. NB 0+450)  

Gabion basket wall, 2 rows high and approximately 20 m in length, remains in good condition 



 

 

Photo NB-22.    CC1 (Sta. NB 0+480)  

Concrete culvert partially filled with sediment 

 

Photo NB-23.    LJ-11-20 (Sta. NB 0+510)  

Several trees fallen across creek 



 

 

Photo NB-24.    SF-11-8 (Sta. NB 0+520)  

Slide scarp near slope crest indicating unstable slope 

 

Photo NB-25.    CF6 (Sta. NB 0+550)  

Broken chain link fence acting as debris catcher 



 

 

Photo NB-26.    CF-11-1 (Sta. NB 0+620)  

Broken chain link fence across creek 

 

Photo NB-27.    CS1 (Sta. NB 0+675) & DM1 (Sta. NB 0+675) 

Ivy growing over waste material, vegetation growing on slope, geotextile noted near slope crest 



 

 

Photo WB-1.    LJ-11-23 (Sta. WB 0+040) 

Large log jam, some debris accumulation, right bank eroding below rootmat 

 

Photo WB-2.    LJ15-WB1 (Sta. WB 0+055) 

Fallen tree across creek, approximately 0.3 m clearance above creek 



 

 

Photo WB-3.    LJ-11-24 (Sta. WB 0+150) 

Log jam with large amount of debris accumulation 

 

Photo WB-4.    EB15-WB1 (Sta. WB 0+175) 

Eroding right bank, approximately 1 m high 



 

 

Photo WB-5.    LJ-11-25 (Sta. WB 0+185) 

Several small logs across creek 

 

Photo WB-6.    LJ15-WB2 (Sta. WB 0+220) 

Significant amount of storm debris accumulation upstream of log jam 



 

 

Photo WB-7.    LJ-11-27 (Sta. WB 0+275) 

Log across creek 

 

Photo WB-8.    EB15-WB2 (Sta. WB 0+280) 

Eroding bank approximately 1 m high, dense vegetation above 



 

 

Photo WB-9.    LJ-11-28 (Sta. WB 0+320) 

Fallen trees across creek, some debris accumulation 

 

Photo WB-10.    CC2 (Sta. 0+322) 

Debris accumulation at upstream end of culvert 



 

 

Photo WB-11.    LJ15-WB3 (Sta. WB 0+350) 

Log jam and storm debris across creek 

 

Photo WB-12.    LJ-11-29 (Sta. WB 0+360) 

Fallen tree across creek, approximately 0.2 m clearance above creek 



 

 

Photo WB-13.    LJ15-WB4 (Sta. WB 0+385) 

Two large fallen trees, significant amount of storm debris 

 

Photo WB-14.    LJ15-WB5 (Sta. WB 0+425) 

Significant amount of storm debris accumulation across creek 



 

 

Photo WB-15.    LJ-11-30 (Sta. WB 0+460) 

Large logs across creek, potential for blockage 

 

Photo WB-16.    CS-11-1 (Sta. WB 0+490) 

Cleared areas in floodplain, wooden structure 



 

 

Photo WB-17.    LJ-11-32 (Sta. WB 0+640) 

Multiple logs across creek – potential for blockage 

 

Photo WB-18.    DM-11-2 (Sta. WB 0+700) 

Yard waste at crest of slope – signs of recent slope movement (leaning trees with void space on 

downslope side, uneven ground at crest of slope) 
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